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it was concerned citizens like you, moved by the massive 
migration and starvation in the aftermath of the Bangladesh 
Liberation war in 1971, who gathered in a church base-
ment in Boston to create oxfam america. church folk, 
academics, students, those who gathered were moved 
to take action by human suffering and the indifference of 
their own government to the scale of tragedy. John Kenneth 
galbraith, harvard economist and former ambassador to 
india, lent his name to oxfam’s public appeals for support. 
we were born of this generosity. 

we have learned a great deal over these decades. we 
have learned that change—not charity—is the key to 
lasting impact. we have learned that change takes time 
and requires patience and committed local partners: 
citizens must own their development process. we have 
learned that markets are critical for building livelihoods, 
but are often rigged against poor people. we have 
learned that sound policies are as important as pro-
grams and good ideas as important as money. we have 
learned that there are no magic bullets or technologies 
that are right for all places and problems. 

as we look to the next decade, we must reflect on 
the challenges we see and ask: Are we fit for purpose 
for what lies ahead? we see a world in which climate 
change will reshape the livelihoods of tens of millions 
of rural families; droughts in the horn of africa, west 
africa, and the US midwest are harbingers. we see global 
food shortages and a race to secure resources by those 
who can invest. we see escalating energy prices driving 
up production costs for farmers. we see accelerating 
urbanization, and growing inequality. and we see  
unstable financial markets creating uncertainty;  
volatility seems to have become our constant. 

But, perhaps most important, we see a way forward.  
we do not accept that injustice is inevitable. although 
we are grappling with thorny issues as part of a confed-
eration-wide planning process, this year we will put  
the finishing touches on our strategic plan for the  
coming decade. 

as we look to the future, we feel fortunate to do so with 
a sound financial base and remarkable donor loyalty. 
and we are grateful to have earned the confidence of 
generous institutional supporters. increasingly, founda-
tions are identifying oxfam as a global leader. after an 
independent evaluation of major policy organizations,  
in may 2011 the gates foundation endorsed oxfam’s 
policy and advocacy skills by awarding us $13.5 million 
—one of the foundation’s largest grants of this kind. 

in the end, however, we rely primarily on the hundreds  
of thousands of americans who support us through their 
gifts, emails, and presence at public events. citizen ac-
tion is what drives change. at oxfam, our role is in large 
part one of public education: we help connect the dots, 
offering understanding about complex problems, and 
then offering real solutions that give citizens the power 
they need to advance a grievance to a positive change. 
we value the support of each and every person who 
joins us in this enterprise. You give us life and purpose. 

 

 

RAymond C. offenheiseR 
pResident

BARRy d. gABeRmAn 
ChAiR, BoARd of diReCtoRs

Dear frienDs,

PerhaPs most imPortant, we see 
a way forward. we do not accePt 
that injustice is inevitable.
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nearly one out of every three of us lives in Poverty. 
but we see a future in which no one does. the way we see 
it, Poverty is solvable—a Problem rooted in injustice. 
eliminate injustice and you can eliminate Poverty. we’re 
not saying it will be quick or easy, but it can be done. 
we won’t Patch a Problem and then disaPPear. we won’t 
stand by silently and watch others suffer. instead, 
we stand together against injustice. we recognize our 
resPonsibility to hold the Powerful accountable. we 
see PeoPle’s Power to change their lives. it disturbs us 
that in a world as rich as ours, many of us go hungry 
or don’t have clean water. many of us can’t claim our 
human rights. it’s wrong. and together we aim to do 
what’s right. oxfam america. right the wrong.
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how we work 

Oxfam 101
at oxfam, we believe poverty is wrong—and not inevitable. our approach to “righting” this 
wrong involves four broad categories of work. the first three—saving lives, developing 
programs to help people overcome poverty, and campaigning for social justice—are our 
primary tools. we draw on these different approaches as individual situations demand 
to address the root causes of poverty and injustice. the fourth part of our work involves 
changing how people think about poverty. as anyone who has ever grown a garden knows,  
if you want a plant to flourish, it’s not enough to sow a seed; you have to enrich the soil. 
it works the same way with ideas. to overcome poverty, we need to educate people to  
think differently about poverty and its causes.  

fishing boats along ghana’s coast.  
Jeff Deutsch / Oxfam America
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hard facts
about a decade ago, oxfam america stepped back and exam-
ined several key facts about development work. first, most 
one-off “aid projects”―those created to deliver goods or 
respond to a symptom of poverty—leave little lasting trace 
on people’s lives. Second, access to markets and economic 
growth are largely the reason that the number of people living 
in poverty has been halved since 1990. Yet data shows that 
rapid economic growth creates problems too; invariably, some 
categories of people—like women and girls or indigenous  
communities—consistently fall behind others. 

these facts led us to deepen our institutional commitment 
to get at the root causes of poverty. it is hard to distinguish 
between symptoms and root causes. we know we’re getting 
to root causes when we ask questions like, “why are certain 
people systematically denied access to opportunities and 
capital that others have?” an old analogy—with a new twist 
—may help.

a fish tale
imagine a woman is hungry. we give her a fish. She’s  
less hungry.

this is the simplest definition of our humanitarian or emergency  
work: we save lives. we offer immediate access to lifesaving 
resources. water, shelter, food.

if we leave, however, that woman is hungry again. we’ve only 
dealt with a symptom. 

we all know the better approach, right? we teach the woman 
 to fish. now the woman can feed her family and teach others. 

But have we gotten to root causes? Doubtful. other people—
men—fish in her community. why didn’t that woman have the 
necessary skills or knowledge already? maybe we discover that 
fishing is taught in local schools but girls are excluded, and 
women cannot access the lake because fishing is considered 
“men’s work.” So, we work with community members to change 
these informal institutional rules. this is how our efforts 
developing programs to help people overcome poverty begin. 
and this is where emergency aid often morphs into longer-term 
development. when oxfam does humanitarian work, we do it 
by empowering people affected to make changes in the way 
they interact. we help them organize and claim their rights. we 
recognize that the upheaval that crises bring can also provide 
opportunities for deeper change, like, for example, the way 
men and women relate to each other. 

imagine, after five years, women are permitted to fish. have we 
reached the root causes yet?

maybe. and that would be progress. But what if we still aren’t 
seeing a drop in poverty? we investigate. we may discover that 
fishing is the only source of income for community leaders to 
pay government taxes. we could find out that taxes are high 
because the government is paying down a loan used to build 
the dam that created the lake. and we might discover that the 
river is badly polluted and the fish are contaminated because 
of gold mining upstream.

moving uPstream
this story illustrates why development driven by symptoms 
rarely creates lasting change. at every juncture there is a 
“development project” ready to be implemented: Let’s teach 
fishing, do gender awareness training. Let’s clean the water, 
fine the mining company, lower taxes. each of these things  
is necessary—but insufficient. at the heart of this situation 
is longstanding social inequality. certain people, often urban 
elite, have the means to control resources. these and other 
distant decision makers can act with relative impunity.  
the people affected are usually those in rural and poor  
communities—far from the corridors of power. 

it turns out that poverty and injustice in our hypothetical 
fishing village aren’t just “local” after all: they’re tied to the 
policies of distant governments and private sector actors. 
this is the idea of moving upstream. the goal of our long-term 
programs to end poverty often overlaps with our advocacy 
work because this is where campaigning for social justice 
often really begins.

root causes
the expression “root causes” refers to an interwoven system 
of relationships. Poverty is about power, and power is about 
how people relate to each other. thus, simply providing goods 
or services—like food or training—can be counterproductive 
unless we also help people raise their voices and claim the 
right to hold their leaders accountable. 

this is how oxfam works. often we enter a community  
because of an emergency, and we address immediate and  
urgent needs initially. when we commit to reducing poverty, 
our business model shifts. and, if we want to change people’s 
lives in a lasting way, that means working to understand  
local conditions and what is happening upstream. finally,  
our work is to help create an environment where poverty 
cannot persist. we encourage people to think differently 
about poverty—to ask questions, to challenge assumptions, 
to recognize that we all have a vital role to play. this is where 
public education begins and taps into the widest possibili-
ties for change.
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countries where oxfam works

no current oxfam programs 

oxfam america offices 

where we work  

Oxfam’s 
reach 

each affiliate in the confederation has traditionally worked 
in multiple countries, so there are many countries in which 
more than one oxfam operates. Determined to ensure greater 
impact, in 2010, the oxfam confederation began a new  
chapter by starting to coordinate the efforts of all the  

affiliates in each country under a single strategy. throughout 
2011–12 we continued this effort. By march 31, 2012, 30 coun-
tries had begun operating under this new aligned strategy.  
our aim is for all countries to be integrated by late 2013.

.

oxfam america works not only through offices on five continents, but also as part of 
the oxfam confederation: 17 sister organizations working collaboratively in more than 
90 countries. Between april 1, 2010, and march 31, 2011, the confederation’s total 
expenditures exceeded $1.1 billion.  
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oxfam america

oxfam australia

oxfam Belgium

oxfam canada

oxfam france

oxfam germany

oxfam great 
Britain

oxfam hong Kong

oxfam india

intermón oxfam 
(Spain)

oxfam ireland

oxfam italy

oxfam Japan

oxfam mexico

oxfam new 
Zealand

oxfam novib  
(the netherlands)

oxfam Québec

oxfam affiliates (as of oct. 1, 2012)oxfam america offices

africa and the middle east
total investment in region: $23.7 million

top three investments (as percentages of total):  
 43.3% humanitarian relief in east africa and Sudan 
 10.4% agriculture & water management in ethiopia  
 8.1%  Saving for change

countries where we funded work: Democratic republic of 
congo, ethiopia, gambia, ghana, guinea-Bissau, Liberia, 
Kenya, mali, occupied Palestinian territory, Senegal,  
Sierra Leone, South africa, Sudan, tanzania, Uganda

asia and the Pacific
total investment in region: $8 million

top three investments (as percentages of total):  
 48.3%  humanitarian relief in Pakistan 
 11.4% Saving for change 
 11.0% agriculture & food security

countries where we funded work:  afghanistan, cambodia, 
india, Japan, Laos, Pakistan, Vietnam  

latin america and the caribbean
total investment in region: $19.8 million

top three investments (as percentages of total):  
 35.9%  earthquake response in haiti 
 10.0%  indigenous communities 
 7.8%  oil, gas & mining

countries where we funded work: Bolivia, colombia,  
el Salvador, guatemala, haiti, honduras, mexico,  
nicaragua, Peru

north america
total investment in region: $4.6 million

top three investments (as percentages of total):  
 36.3%  gulf coast equity  
 33.5%  Decent work program 
 4.1%  advocacy related to the southeastern US

countries where we funded work: US

states where we funded work: california, florida, Louisiana,  
mississippi, north carolina, oregon

africa 
addis ababa, 
ethiopia

Dakar, Senegal

Khartoum, Sudan

asia
Phnom Penh, 
cambodia 

latin america & 
the caribbean
San Salvador,  
el Salvador 

Port-au-Prince, 
haiti 

Lima, Peru

north america 
Boston, ma

washington, Dc

*  these numbers reflect our investment in saving lives and developing programs to help people overcome poverty. Because our  
advocacy spans regional, national, and international boundaries, it is difficult to represent our campaigning expenses geographically. 
our US-focused public education and outreach investments are not reflected in these numbers.

oxfam america’s 2011–12 investments by region* 

17-month fiScaL PerioD enDing march 31, 2012
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a safer 
world 
saving lives | we knew it was coming. following poor 
rains in 2010 and early 2011, we knew a crisis in east 
africa was on the horizon. what we couldn’t predict 
was the scale of suffering: a food crisis that affected 
13 million people. within months, the warning sounded 
again—this time in west africa. as we go to print, millions 
in the western Sahel are struggling to get enough to eat. 
in 2011-12, hunger became perhaps the gravest concern 
of our humanitarian team. as we helped families access 
food, oxfam also focused on the lives of people affected 
by flooding in el Salvador, Senegal, and Pakistan; the 
earthquake and cholera outbreaks in haiti; and conflict 
that continues to disrupt the lives of hundreds of 
thousands of people in Sudan.    

exPenSe: DeVeLoPment anD hUmanitarian reLief ProgramS

top left: health volunteers prepare to 
distribute oxfam hygiene materials and 
information at the Jamam refugee camp in 
south sudan—a temporary home for people 
who have fled armed conflict in neighbor-
ing sudan. many of the displaced remain in 
sudan; an oxfam America partner is there 
to help. John Ferguson / Oxfam

top Right: in the turkana region of Kenya, 
where Amuria lorumor lives with her daugh-
ter, ekovinyang, there were just two good 
rainy seasons between 2004 and early 2011. 
land that was once pasture had turned to 
dust, and the price of food and water spiked. 
oxfam distributed food to help families 
weather the drought. Rankin / Oxfam

Bottom: When massive floods hit pakistan 
in 2010, oxfam was able to reach 2.4 million 
people with humanitarian aid. the recovery 
was far from complete when heavy rains 
began again in 2011. By mid-september of 
that year, floods had destroyed 1.5 million 
homes and 1.9 million acres of crops.  
Andy Hall / Oxfam

sudan
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east africa: food crisis  
2011–12 humanitarian investment in food crisis: $2.4 million
Despite oxfam’s early action, it wasn’t until the Un declared 
famine in two areas of Somalia that the severity of the 2011 
drought and food crisis across east africa fully registered with 
the public and international community, galvanizing support 
for a scaled-up response. By then, 13 million people were 
struggling. following the largest public appeal in our history, 
oxfam and our partners were able to help 2.8 million people 
in Somalia, Kenya, and ethiopia. By providing clean water and 
hygiene education, organizing cash-for-work initiatives, and 
distributing food to some of the neediest people, oxfam and 
its partners unquestionably saved lives. But the lesson from 
this crisis, and others before and after, is that the world needs 
a new approach to breaking the cycle of food insecurity—an 
approach built on political will and sustained investment. 

west africa: hunger a daily reality  
2011–12 investment in local humanitarian capacity: $51,300
as Kenya, Somalia, and ethiopia worked to recover from a 
drought and food crisis in 2011, similar challenges began to 
grip west africa, where a poor harvest and rising food prices 
have made hunger a daily reality. By march 2012, an estimated 
13 million people in chad, niger, mali, Burkina faso, mauritania, 
Senegal, and gambia were facing food insecurity as oxfam 
quickly put programs in place to meet the most urgent needs. 
this effort launched as our fiscal year was ending; moving  
forward our focus will be on improving access to water and 
food, and building resilience to future crises. 

sudan: conflict and disPlacement 
2011–12 investment in humanitarian relief in Sudan: $3.5 million
in 2011, when fighting erupted in two border states in Sudan, 
one of oxfam’s partner organizations was quickly able to reach 
30,000 people with relief supplies—the start of an assistance 
program that is still unfolding. meanwhile, oxfam continued 
its work in Darfur, providing water, sanitation facilities, public 
health initiatives, fuel-efficient stoves, and assistance in 
starting small businesses to people living in and around the 
camps for displaced people. By march 31, 2012, oxfam had 
reached more than 400,000 people with aid in Sudan.

east africa

Pakistan
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mirian elías tests water quality in a flood-affected 
village in el Salvador. elías is a nurse and team 
member who is now trained as an emergency 
responder. “the strength of oxfam’s partner  
approach is that the capacity [for disaster re-
sponse] stays here. it is installed here.” and,  
she adds, “we have encouraged the leadership  
of women.” René Figueroa / Oxfam America
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how has oxfam changed lives in a lasting way?
although swift evacuations and clean water save lives and protect health, they 
won’t change the fact that poverty has placed countless Salvadorans in harm’s 
way. they won’t address imbalances of power and wealth. But our approach to 
humanitarian work is about change from the grassroots up—promoting community 
empowerment, supporting women’s leadership, and communicating about rights. 
we see evidence of these changes taking root. when the 2011 flood struck the 
village of La Pelota, not only did residents evacuate safely, they conveyed a strong 
message to local authorities who failed to deliver appropriate aid (i.e., the water 
provided was unfit to drink): they sent it back. we see evidence that women who 
are part of the water and sanitation teams are being recognized as leaders in their 
communities. and the hard-won civil-protection law resulted in something clear 
and lasting: thanks to the work of oxfam and our partners, community members 
have the space to step forward and take charge.

oxfam has commissioned an independent evaluation of our 2011 flood response 
that will help us learn lessons from the response not only in el Salvador, but also in 
honduras, nicaragua, and guatemala. we expect evaluation results later in 2012.

total 2011–12 investment 
humanitarian response in  
el Salvador: $570,600

examPles of investments

•	funded 26 preparedness  
workshops and field trainings for 
community members, partners, 
and government agencies 

•	mobilized partners to respond to 
the 2011 storm, reaching more 
than 100,000 people with aid

•	after the 2011 floods, restocked our 
warehouse for future emergencies

•	Deployed Salvadoran field staff to 
assist in emergency response and 
to train counterparts in honduras, 
guatemala, and haiti

hazards like hurricanes and earthquakes 
are inevitable in el Salvador, but their 
most dreaded outcomes—death, disease, 
and deeper poverty—are not. nor is it 
inevitable that members of affected 
communities must wait passively for 
outside aid. acting on those principles, 
oxfam has for the past 10 years invested 
in the capacity of communities, local 
agencies, and government authorities 
in el Salvador to reduce the impact of 
disasters—particularly on poor people. 

together with our partners, we have 
fought for—and won—a comprehensive 
civil-protection law that requires the 
government to invest in local prepared-
ness  and empowers community mem-
bers to take charge in crucial ways. we 
have set up a warehouse in a strategic  
 

location and stocked it with emergency 
supplies. we have helped community 
members in vulnerable areas become  
experts in preparedness and response. 
and we have helped train a group of 
dedicated volunteers—a team whose 
specialty is water, sanitation, and  
hygiene—who can act quickly at times  
of emergency to protect public health.

as a result, when the october storm 
struck, the country’s readiness was 
unprecedented. the civil-protection  
system kicked into gear, authorizing  
community leaders to evacuate their 
towns and villages. community volun-
teers trained by oxfam partners took 
action to ensure the safety and health 
of their neighbors. and the water, 
sanitation, and hygiene team reached 
thousands of people with aid before 

the government had even declared a 
national emergency. 

helping el Salvador chart a new path 
forward on managing disasters is a sig-
nificant achievement and one we would 
like to replicate elsewhere. So, while we 
continue to improve our humanitarian 
work in el Salvador, we are also support-
ing Salvadoran water, sanitation, and 
hygiene teams to develop counterparts 
in guatemala, honduras, and haiti. 

in the historic hurricane mitch of 1998, 
239 people died. in the storm of 2011, 
which dropped nearly twice the rainfall 
of mitch, fewer than 40 people lost their 
lives. Behind the numbers is a story of 
dedication—to partnership, community 
empowerment, and the right to secure 
and dignified lives.

SaVing LiVeS

el salvador: floods 
in el Salvador, the rains of october of 2011 were catastrophic: in the course of nine days,  
a slow-moving tropical depression dropped five feet of rain and wreaked havoc across the 
country. But the emergency response was swift and effective—the culmination of years  
of advocacy and training in preparedness.

2011–12 sPotlight
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a world 
without 
poverty
developing programs to help people overcome 
poverty | oxfam america invests in programs to help 
people assert and defend their basic human rights so  
they can improve their own lives. accessing these rights  
is essential because it unlocks the potential to change  
the conditions that trap people in poverty. in 2011-12,  
our biggest areas of investment were in Saving for change 
($5.5 million), programs to strengthen communities 
affected by gas, oil, and mining ($3.5 million), agriculture 
and water management ($2.5 million), work to support the 
rights of indigenous people in South america ($2.0 million), 
and our decent work efforts in the US ($1.6 million).

exPenSe: DeVeLoPment anD hUmanitarian reLief ProgramS

top left: Vuong hoang was one of the first 
farmers in her village in Vietnam to start  
using the system of Rice intensification. 
After seeing significant increases in her  
rice yields, she became a trainer to help 
others learn the same techniques in farmer 
field schools, run by Vietnam’s ministry  
of agriculture with help from oxfam.  
Chau Doan / Oxfam America

top Right: in southern ethiopia, many  
families are dependent on their livestock 
—goats, sheep, cattle—for both food and 
income. making a living as a herder can be 
challenging, especially when the rains fail.  
oxfam often works with herding communities 
by helping to provide veterinary care and 
improved water sources for their animals. 
Eva-Lotta Jansson / Oxfam America 

Bottom: Alima mariko (left) keeps the records 
for her saving for Change group in southern 
mali, as Rockia doumbia (right)—who is in 
charge of the key to the group’s cash box 
—watches. saving for Change not only 
teaches people how to save money, but  
also teaches them entrepreneurial skills 
to help them work their way out of poverty. 
Rebecca Blackwell / Oxfam America

vietnam
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vietnam: reforming agriculture
2011–12 investment in farmer-led innovation: $391,700
oxfam’s work to support rice farmers in Vietnam reached a 
milestone in 2011: more than one million growers are using  
the System of rice intensification (Sri) on nearly 500,000 
acres. oxfam has been supporting farmer training with the 
nation’s ministry of agriculture to promote Sri since 2006, as it 
helps the poorest farmers on the smallest farms to grow more 
rice (sometimes twice as much) using less seed, less water,  
and fewer expensive inputs like fertilizer and pesticides. 
recognizing oxfam’s role in promoting innovation, in 2012  
the Vietnamese government requested that oxfam’s associ-
ate country director Le minh make formal recommendations 
for restructuring Vietnam’s agricultural sector.  

ethioPia: agricultural extension 
2011–12 investment in agricultural extension: $1.5 million
for farmers and herders struggling to make a living in ethiopia, 
help is on the horizon. oxfam, together with the ethiopian  
ministry of agriculture and the Sasakawa africa association, 
has launched a four-year initiative to inject new life into the 
country’s agricultural extension system—the network of  
training centers and extension agents charged with helping  
to improve crop and livestock productivity. a kickoff work-
shop, held in December 2010, drew more than 100 high-level 
participants from all regions of ethiopia. among the goals of 
the project are to improve farmers’ productivity and income 
by strengthening 215 pilot training centers and improving the 
knowledge and skills of 645 extension agents.  

us: restore the gulf coast
2011–12 investment in gulf coast equity: $1.7 million
two and a half years ago, the worst environmental disaster 
in american history—the BP oil spill—left coastal communi-
ties in Louisiana and mississippi staggering. fishing families 
found themselves out of work, and seafood enterprises were 
hobbled. oxfam and its local partners have been advocating for 
communities struggling to get back to work, and the restore 
the gulf coast States act has been a key part of their focus in 
2011. Signed into law in July 2012, the measure could send as 
much as $20 billion in civil fines to the gulf coast.    

global: saving for change 
2011–12 investment in Saving for change: $5.5 million
oxfam’s savings-led microfinance program has expanded to 
more than half a million members who now have $11.6 million 
in savings. early results from research funded by the Bill and 
melinda gates foundation indicate that the Saving for change 
approach is sustainable. a survey of the majority of groups 
established by oxfam’s partners in mali indicate that 95 percent 
continue to run themselves. after a successful test of an  
innovative business training program for groups in mali,  
oxfam is expanding the business training to Senegal in 2012.

ethioPia

senegal
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Luz Sinarahua, of chirikyacu, Peru, spreads 
freshly harvested red beans to dry in the sun. 
Sinarahua leads a group of 18 women who 
work together to cultivate traditional Kichwa 
crops—part of an oxfam pilot project that helps 
indigenous communities in San martin use their 
ancestral knowledge to combat climate change. 
Percy Ramírez / Oxfam America
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how has oxfam changed lives in a lasting way? 
Since 1984, oxfam’s efforts to see that the rights of indigenous people are 
recognized and respected have been integral to our work. our strategic focus 
is to support indigenous advocacy, enhance collective land rights, and fight 
ethnic discrimination. oxfam was the first nongovernmental organization in the 
region to support recognition of indigenous identity and claims to collective 
land rights—rights that are now recognized by both the Bolivian and ecuadorian 
constitutions. in Peru, our advocacy efforts and collaboration with partners on 
land rights have also produced demonstrable success, such as in San martin.  

our work as we move ahead is to ensure that these wins have an impact on the 
lives of individuals, so we are focusing on collective land management and 
climate change adaptation. in ecuador, oxfam’s efforts have resulted in the 
titling of vast tracts of land. in Bolivia, we are working locally for autonomous 
governance to support the viability of indigenous territories. in Peru, we are 
helping communities affected by climate change to develop technologies for 
water and livestock management. 

in 2012, oxfam is conducting research to understand how our long-term work 
in support of the indigenous movement has led to social change and recog-
nition of indigenous rights at the constitutional level. as part of this study, 
we will also be gathering testimonies to assess the impact of these broader 
changes on people´s daily lives.

total 2011–12 investment 
indigenous people’s rights in South 
america: $2.0 million

examPles of investments

•	Supported two key indigenous 
groups to develop a climate change 
and biodiversity strategy, resulting in 
a proposal that was formally adopted 
in 2012 at rio+20, the Un conference 
on Sustainable Development

•	 in 29 communities supported imple-
mentation of indigenous people´s 
collective land rights as recognized 
by Bolivia’s new constitution

•	helped indigenous people gain title 
to more than 440,000 acres in the 
ecuadorian amazon

•	Built 20 reservoirs and irrigation 
systems in Peru to support climate 
change adaptation

in the northeastern amazon region of 
San martin, the Peruvian human rights 
organization Paz y esperanza trained 
50 indigenous leaders to defend their 
fundamental rights, including the right 
to be consulted before the government 
grants companies permission to extract 
oil, timber, or other resources from 
their land. the organization developed 
a training program that taught leaders 
about advocacy and the legal process 
while incorporating elements of their 
traditional culture and values.

in early 2011, oxfam and Paz y esperanza 
successfully brought indigenous leaders 

to the table with representatives of San 
martin’s regional government. together, 
they drafted an ordinance that formal-
izes the right of communities to be 
consulted about projects that affect 
their territories—the first legislation of 
its kind in Peru. that process, with its 
emphasis on dialogue and consensus, 
led to an ongoing roundtable discussion 
forum about indigenous rights in San 
martin. and by successfully negotiating 
with the government on their own terms, 
“communities have learned to believe 
in themselves,” says Paz y esperanza’s 
arturo ramos. 

then, in august 2011, oxfam and 
partners celebrated the passage of a 
landmark national law guaranteeing the 
same right to consultation for communi-
ties throughout Peru. although oxfam 
and partners advocated for the law’s 
passage as a way to protect indigenous 
rights and reduce violent conflicts over 
resources, some indigenous groups 
have rejected the language in the cur-
rent law, saying it needs to do more 
to strengthen their decision-making 
power. oxfam’s lessons learned in San 
martin will inform what happens next. 

 

Peru: suPPorting the rights  
of indigenous PeoPle   
centuries of discrimination have left most of South america’s indigenous people in poverty, 
with few opportunities to participate in the political decisions that shape their lives.  
in 2011–12, oxfam’s long-term work with indigenous communities bore fruit in Peru.

2011–12 sPotlight

programs to help people overcome poverty
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Photograph taken of workers in a farm labor 
camps around Dudley, north carolina. for labor-
ers in the tobacco fields of north carolina, many 
of whom are undocumented immigrants, a strong 
sense of fear dominates their lives—not only 
a fear of deportation, but also of losing their 
jobs, getting sick from toxins in the tobacco 
and pesticides, and facing retaliation from their 
employers. Steve Liss / Oxfam America
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total 2011–12 investment 
US decent work program: $1.6 million

examPles of investments

•	funded fLoc’s human rights re-
search and rJ reynolds campaign

•	convened farmworkers, growers, 
and retailers to develop a cer-
tification system to ensure fair 
wages and working conditions 
for farmworkers, food safety, and 
environmental sustainability 

•	Supported partner Student action 
with farmworkers to coordinate 
national farmworker awareness 
week, which included more than  
90 events in 13 states that reached 
30,000 people

how has oxfam changed lives in a lasting way? 
fLoc’s vision of an industrywide council to address issues of working condi-
tions and compensation practices in the tobacco industry is finally about to 
become a reality. this is just the beginning; growers and manufacturers need 
to make concrete commitments, and implementation will have to be monitored 
closely. a supply chain campaign—like this work with fLoc—to target compa-
nies at the top of the supply chain to take responsibility for their treatment of 
farmworkers, is only one part of oxfam’s decent work program. the other two 
strands are (1) a multistakeholder collaboration of retailers, growers, and  
consumers to develop a certification system for fair, safe, and healthy 
produce; and (2) policy initiatives to give farmworkers the same protections 
enjoyed by other workers. 

a 2011 evaluation indicated that we were helping create real shifts in power 
relations using both carrots and sticks, primarily with the private sector. we see 
evidence of changes in the material and social well-being of farmworkers as a 
result of our work. our evaluation highlighted some gaps in data: evidence is very 
detailed for some workers (e.g., those under fLoc contracts) and only anecdotal 
for others. moving forward, we will be more systematic about filling these gaps.

in the tobacco fields of north carolina,  
stories of suffering and hardship 
abound—subpoverty wages, nicotine 
poisoning, heat stroke, deplorable living 
conditions. the farm Labor organizing  
committee (fLoc), oxfam’s partner, 
knew the stories well, but had no hard 
evidence to back them up. Proof is what 
fLoc needed to convince rJ reynolds 
that widespread human rights abuses 
plagued its supply chain. for years, 
fLoc, a labor union for migrant workers, 
had pushed for a face-to-face meeting 
with company officials—to no avail.

Starting in 2010, fLoc took a different ap-
proach: using a new tool—a community-
based human rights assessment—fLoc 
conducted one-on-one interviews with 
103 farmworkers, as well as growers, 
government officials, nongovernmental 

organizations, and multimillion-dollar 
manufacturers. from the overcrowded 
rooms where workers often sleep, to the 
lingering symptoms—vomiting, nose-
bleeds, headaches—of green tobacco 
sickness that many endure, what is the 
real story behind one of north carolina’s 
most valuable cash crops? the answer 
is “a State of fear: human rights abuses 
in north carolina’s tobacco industry,” 
a joint study published in 2011 by fLoc 
and oxfam. the report details some of 
the most dangerous conditions workers 
in our nation face. 

armed with the evidence, fLoc and 
oxfam were prepared to present their 
findings at a may 2011 shareholders’ 
meeting of reynolds american inc. when 
the company’s chief executive officer, in 
his opening remarks, announced he had 

read the report and agreed on the need 
to establish an industrywide council 
that would help ensure accountability 
for conditions in the fields. from there, 
the door to dialogue finally creaked 
open. following oxfam’s request to 
online supporters—in which more than 
14,000 people called on reynolds to 
meet with farmworkers—the company 
held its first face-to-face meeting with 
fLoc in June 2012.

“for years, reynolds wouldn’t even ac-
knowledge farmworkers as stakeholders 
in its supply chain,” says irit tamir,  
a senior advocacy adviser for oxfam. 
“the campaign has forced them to rec-
ognize farmworkers as stakeholders and 
actually talk with them about the effect 
of reynolds’ purchasing practices on 
their lives. that’s impact.”

us: resisting ‘a state of fear’ 
with oxfam’s support, the farm Labor organizing committee pushed rJ reynolds to talk  
to them about improving working conditions for migrant farmworkers. armed with research,  
in 2012 they sat down face-to-face.  

2011–12 sPotlight

programs to help people overcome poverty
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in rural ethiopia, farming families who depend on 
rain to feed their crops face uncertainty, especially 
as climate change is making the weather more 
erratic. But for Loomi ture and her family, a water 
delivery system constructed with the help of oxfam 
has brought some security to their community. the 
system is providing water not only for people and 
animals to drink, but to nourish nearby fields.  
Eva-Lotta Jansson / Oxfam America
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total 2011–12 investment 
agriculture & water management  
in ethiopia: $2.5 million

examPles of investments

•	constructed a series of ponds  
and water catchments, and  
rehabilitated a traditional well, 
benefiting 15,288 people  
in oromiya

•	Designed and built 15 wells and 
pump houses, equipping them with 
motors, so that 183 households 
could have access to irrigation

•	Provided “water use” training  
to 400 households in tigray— 
90 of them headed by women

how has oxfam changed lives in a lasting way? 
the beauty of oxfam’s water program is that it has significant impact on  
individual lives almost immediately. But is the program sustainable? in 2012,  
oxfam asked the international water management institute (iwmi)—a respect-
ed research center—to identify potential obstacles to the sustainability of our 
water program in ethiopia.

iwmi highlighted three challenges: (1) consistent access to irrigation water 
(e.g., water associations dependent on a single pump are not prepared for 
equipment failure), (2) long-term water availability given increasing demand on 
regional water sources, and (3) successful market access. this third issue is 
common among small farmers globally. irrigation increases income potential, 
but horticultural crops are perishable. Because ethiopian farmers lack cold 
storage and forward/future contracts, they have little bargaining room when 
crops mature or prices drop; they are “at the mercy of middlemen.” 

these are formidable challenges, but iwmi found them “to be surmountable,  
provided that appropriate policy measures … [and] market support initiatives  
are implemented.” iwmi recommends that oxfam advocate for policies and  
investments that promote pro-farmer water use management and access to 
viable markets, and that increase access to agricultural insurance, affordable 
credit, and inputs such as fertilizer. iwmi’s report is being finalized as we go to 
press, so we have not yet charted our next steps. this is nonetheless the sort  
of hard-nosed assessment that is integral to strengthening our work. we will 
have more to report soon.

next to the home of Bertukan girma  
and tufa midhakso, a blanket of onion 
seedlings grows green and velvety.  
But in other backyards in their village  
of Kentery, ethiopia, there is only 
hard-packed earth. what accounts for 
the difference? a well, outfitted with 
a simple hand pump funded by oxfam. 
with a few cranks of the wheel, girma 
and midhakso have water—enough to 
make their onions flourish and their 
entrepreneurial spirit soar: two harvests 
have provided them enough income to 
build a small home with a metal roof, pur-
chase a cow so their children will have 
milk, and plan for the future. it’s a story 
repeated again and again. where there’s 

water, there’s life—even prosperity. 
that’s the thinking behind oxfam’s 
strategy to change the lives of 280,000 
more people by enabling the cultivation 
of thousands of acres of land by 2020. in 
its first 12 years (1998–2010), our water 
program in ethiopia has already helped 
237,000 people.

Because most ethiopians earn their 
living from agriculture, access to water 
can make a crucial difference by allow-
ing them to get a better return on their 
efforts. working with local government 
and partner organizations, oxfam has 
been developing small-scale pump and 
gravity-driven systems that provide wa-
ter for irrigation—and for livestock and 

villagers to consume. managed by the 
communities themselves, the projects 
are helping families improve their food 
and income security.

for farmer obbo Begna Soressa, irriga-
tion, thanks to oxfam, recently helped 
him net a profit of more than $1,600 on 
1.2 acres of tomatoes and onions, and 
other produce he planted in oromiya’s 
east Shoa Zone—an impressive return  
in a country that has a gross national  
income of $400 per person. it wasn’t 
Soressa’s first success: his orchard 
—also planted with oxfam’s support— 
produced enough fruit to allow him to 
buy the small pump that funneled the 
water into his onions and tomatoes.

programs to help people overcome poverty

ethioPia: water feeds ProsPerity 
in a drought-prone nation where most people earn their living from agriculture,  
oxfam’s work to help people gain access to water can make a crucial difference.

2011–12 sPotlight
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justice 
for all
Campaigning for social justice | in 2011–12,  
oxfam america won major policy reforms. we successfully  
defended US foreign aid from congressional cuts that 
would have been catastrophic for key programs, and  
we helped ensure BP oil spill fines would go to gulf coast 
communities. we spurred public opposition to the ineffi-
ciencies built into the delivery of food aid, and persuaded 
the US Senate to support reform to the farm bill. we worked 
to speed aid delivery during the east africa food crisis. we 
sued the Securities and exchange commission (Sec) in 
federal court to compel release of oil transparency rules 
to help enforce our right to Know, right to Decide cam-
paign victory in the 2010 Dodd-frank wall Street reform 
act. we collaborated with 124 civil society organizations 
in ghana working to ensure that oil revenues be used re-
sponsibly. finally, in cambodia, oxfam’s partners and allies 
successfully pressured the government to reform a law 
that would potentially restrict work on development and 
human rights.

exPenSe: PoLicY anD aDVocacY

top: under a heavy sky, women line  
up for a food distribution at the dadaab 
refugee camp in Kenya. thousands of 
somalis streamed into the camp each week 
during the height of the 2011 drought and 
food crisis in east Africa. part of oxfam’s 
emergency response included cash-for-
work initiatives that allowed refugees to 
earn some income while working on com-
munity projects. Andy Hall / Oxfam America

Bottom: haitian community leader and 
advocate Jacqueline morette is pictured 
here as she appeared in oxfam’s series of 
billboard ads in Washington, dC’s Reagan 
national Airport. to demonstrate the 
importance of us foreign aid funding, the 
ads showcased the accomplishments of 
women like morette, who co-founded an 
organization that helps women farmers in 
central haiti.

us: foreign aid funding
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africa: the Power of advocacy 
2011–12 global investment in humanitarian policy: $1.7 million
when the food crisis hit east africa in 2011, it became clear 
that US law prohibiting aid delivery to parts of Somalia con-
trolled by an armed opposition group would mean terrible 
suffering for local people. oxfam led a successful push with 
other organizations to loosen those restrictions—aided in 
part by our reputation as an independent voice because  
we accept no US government funds. in the process, oxfam 
became known as a go-to group in washington for informa-
tion and policy advice and was asked to testify before the 
house Subcommittee on africa. it was in part because of  
direct and early contact with oxfam staffers that the US 
State Department’s Bureau for Population, refugees, and  
migration began to focus critical attention on the complexi-
ties of the Somali refugee situation in Kenya, where the 
Dadaab refugee camp had become the largest in the world.   

us: wise foreign aid funding 
2011–12 investment in aid effectiveness: $2.7 million
in november 2011, when congress threatened cuts to poverty-
fighting assistance, oxfam employed a broad strategy to 
defend it. given that less than 1 percent of the US budget is 
dedicated to foreign aid, we worked to show just how much 
1 percent can get. our strategy? Showcase the people on the 
ground who—with US aid dollars—are successfully fight-
ing poverty. we ran print ads and billboards in washington’s 
reagan national airport, which highlighted “aid heroes”: figures 
like haitian farmer Jacqueline morette and malian business 
owner fatou Doumbia who are using aid to accomplish amazing  
feats. although oxfam does not accept US federal funds, we 
worked behind the scenes to galvanize supporters, allies, 
veterans, and high-level oxfam ambassadors to urge congress 
to protect US investments in effective development. in the end, 
our efforts to highlight the people at the center of the foreign 
aid story prevented cuts to international health initiatives, 
emergency aid, and vital economic development programs. 

cambodia: fighting rePression 
2011–12 investment in policy & advocacy in cambodia: $123,600
in December 2011, the cambodian government agreed to defer 
a new law—legislation that threatened to restrict development  
and human rights work. the delay gives cambodian organi-
zations more time to help develop legislation that will allow 
them to carry out their work without repression. this deferral 
was thanks to the strong efforts of cambodian civil society, 
including many of oxfam’s local partners, working through the 
cooperation committee for cambodia (ccc) and ngo forum 
(ngof) on cambodia. meanwhile, oxfam staffers in washington, 
Dc, helped create a coalition of international development and 
human rights groups to engage governments and other inter-
national agencies—which contribute about half of cambodia’s 
annual budget—to press the government for more local con-
sultation on the law. the government acquiesced. 

kenya
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oxfam activists participate in an action 
in front of the Securities and exchange 
commission (Sec) in washington, Dc, for 
Valentine’s Day 2011. oxfam staged the 
event to highlight concerns about the 
petroleum industry’s influence on the Sec 
as it developed revenue transparency rules. 
Keith Lane / Oxfam America
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how has oxfam changed lives in a lasting way? 
in light of these massive legal and legislative victories, there is no doubt that 
oxfam has been instrumental in helping launch a new era that will foster active 
citizens, effective states, and transparent companies. 

the nature of advocacy work is that the wins at the national and international 
levels usually take time to affect people’s daily lives. oxfam and our partners, 
like ghana’s civil Society Platform on oil and gas, are now monitoring revenue 
flows and how they are being spent. 

to ensure that changes are felt at the community level, we are supporting 
partners in ghana’s western region working directly with district assemblies 
and citizen watchdog groups to track oil and mining revenue spending. Using 
our internal evaluation system, we will be monitoring citizens’ participation in 
budget deliberations, their access to government-funded goods and services, 
and changes in their material conditions. we hope to have good news to report.

total 2011–12 investment 
global oil, gas & mining campaign: 
$1.4 million / oil, gas & mining  
program in ghana: $406,700

examPles of investments

•	Provided training on advocacy and 
understanding petroleum agree-
ments for members of ghana’s civil 
Society Platform on oil and gas

•	held 304 meetings with imf, world 
Bank group, US government, 
companies, and others on revenue 
transparency and various national 
oil, gas, and mining issues

•	helped draft regulations for ghana’s 
Petroleum revenue management act

oxfam continues its long-term work  
for transparency of natural resource 
revenues in countries rich in oil, gas,  
and minerals like gold and silver. through 
most of 2011–12, oxfam has been push-
ing for implementation of disclosure 
requirements for oil, gas, and mining  
companies mandated in the 2010  
Dodd-frank wall Street reform act.  
after congress passed the act and 
President obama signed it, we waited for 
the Securities and exchange commission 
(Sec) to release its new rules requiring 
companies to disclose payments to gov-
ernments, as mandated in the legislation. 

with no movement by early 2012,  
oxfam called on our community for help.  
more than 17,000 oxfam supporters 
signed an online petition to keep up the 
pressure for strong Sec rules, calling on 
US oil companies not to oppose the rules 

needed so that their payments to gov-
ernments of resource-rich nations would 
become a matter of public record. 

meanwhile, in one such nation, ghana, 
oxfam has been working with 124 organi-
zations—known collectively as the  
civil Society Platform on oil and gas— 
to ensure that new wealth from oil is 
used responsibly. By 2011, the Platform 
had persuaded ghana’s parliament 
to pass a strong petroleum revenue 
management bill, which required regular 
disclosure of government payments from 
oil companies, and made provision for a 
citizen-led Public interest and account-
ability committee (Piac) to monitor the 
flow of oil money into the treasury and 
then out to infrastructure projects. 

a popular campaign in ghana using 
social media and text messaging to 
generate 41,000 signatures routed a 

late challenge by some members of 
Parliament attempting to eliminate provi-
sions such as the Piac from the bill. the 
petition was delivered to the speaker of 
Parliament and generated wide press 
coverage before the bill was passed 
in 2011. the Platform also succeeded 
in getting the government to disclose 
its major petroleum contracts—a level 
of transparency seldom seen in other 
resource-rich countries.

“if it were not for the Platform, the reve-
nue transparency bill would have been 
very porous,” says richard hato-Kuevor, 
oxfam’s advocacy officer in ghana.  
“ministers of Parliament acknowledged 
the role of civil society. our proposals 
were thoroughly researched. the 124 
groups in one organization was a huge 
force the government could not ignore.”

global: revenue transParency
in 2011-12, using a range of tactics and drawing on the strength of civil society, oxfam fought 
for oil, gas, and mining revenue transparency—with major wins from capitol hill to ghana.

2011–12 sPotlight

campaigning for social justice



within days of the earthquake in haiti, oxfam launched a  
jobs program, hiring people to work on short-term projects  
that have long-term benefits—like rubble removal. with the 
income they earn, families can buy what they need, which  
has the added benefit of stimulating the local economy.  
toby adamson / oxfam
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total 2011–12 investment 
global grow campaign: $3.3 million

examPles of investments

•	funded research to produce six 
major reports, and created and 
distributed more than 90 videos, 
brochures, fact sheets, and reports 
to target audiences

•	organized and covered travel costs 
of representatives, including farm-
ers, from developing countries to 
the US as part of a national tour and 
series of discussions about food 
security with key congressional 
staff and policy makers 

•	organized 127 visits with congres-
sional offices as part of our inter-
national women’s Day celebrations 
in march 2011 and 2012

how has oxfam changed lives in a lasting way? 
the Senate-approved farm bill is still moving through congress as we go to press, 
but we’re hopeful that the reforms oxfam has helped secure will be part of the final 
version. although we know that the farm bill that we have been fighting for could 
affect the lives of up to 17 million more people by getting them aid in moments of 
crisis, we’re not there yet. mobilizing funds for effective development is only the 
first step toward our goal of seeing that these funds are well-spent and reach 
those people who are in most need. we will have to wait to see what happens.

over the next several years, oxfam and our partners will monitor how aid monies 
flow from the US. we hope to see US assistance supporting governments’ efforts  
to invest in rural resilience and humanitarian preparedness and response. our 
program evaluations will assess whether these investments are farmer- and 
community-driven, and whether they are making a difference in people’s lives. 
moreover, we are planning to develop a “resilience index.” this tool will allow us 
to understand whether investments are helping to reduce vulnerability among 
communities in selected countries and will help us build evidence to allow us to 
advocate for more effective aid.

our message was simple: food aid  
regulations protect special interests  
at the expense of hungry people—and 
they cost US taxpayers up to $417  
million annually. 

oxfam got word out using an infographic 
(featured opposite) and satirical video 
developed to produce moral outrage 
in the general public. the graphic was 
published in several media outlets in-
cluding forbes, Bloomberg, and reuters 
alertnet. the video received more than 
50,000 Youtube views in about two 
months, more than three million social 
media impressions, and brought in over 
300,000 views by households who saw  
it during two popular nightly programs.  

Key opinion makers also shared the 
video, including marion nestle of food-
politics.com, iron chef mary Sue milliken, 
actor Djimon hounsou, one.org, avaaz.org,  
and the band coldplay.

the infographic and video outreach 
was complemented by work with allies. 
for example, american Jewish world 
Service—another international develop-
ment organization—collaborated with 
oxfam to produce the infographic and 
the report “Saving money and Lives” to 
show that cutting red tape in the farm 
bill  could allow us to reach up to 17  
million more people with lifesaving aid 
—all at no additional cost to taxpayers. 

thanks to this combination of oxfam’s 
public education efforts and meetings 
with congressional staff, just as our 
fiscal year closed, US Senate legislative 
aides sought oxfam’s advice in draft-
ing the Senate farm bill. the resultant 
proposal included oxfam’s key policy 
asks: creating permanent authorization 
for local and regional purchase of food 
aid within developing countries (instead 
of requiring that all food aid be shipped 
from the US); stricter regulations regard-
ing the sale of food aid; and added flex-
ibility to the program, including greater 
cash resources.

campaigning for social justice

us: making food aid count  
in early 2012, widespread public debate on food aid inefficiencies—led by oxfam’s grow 
campaign—motivated key policymakers in the US Senate to support reform for the farm bill.

2011–12 sPotlight

to view the full version of oxfam america and american Jewish world Service’s food aid 
infographic, go to www.oxfamamerica.org/foodaid.
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a global 
movement 
for change
changing the way people think about poverty 
this is the first annual report to include a section devoted to 
our public education efforts. although this work represents 
only 7 percent of our overall expenses, it is an increasingly 
important component of our efforts. if oxfam were only a  
charity, public education would not be critical to our mission. 
Because our goal is to eradicate the conditions that allow  
poverty to persist, we seek social change. as one nonprofit 
explains, “Social change involves making significant  
changes on a systemic level. the power that social change 
organizations bring to the table is their ability to organize,  
to educate and to mobilize” (funding exchange/change not 
charity, www.fex.org).

exPenSeS: PUBLic eDUcation 

top left: As part of World food day in 
2011, oxfam brought together farmers at 
the World food prize celebration in iowa. 
At the des moines farmers’ market, grower 
Jennie smith from Butcher Crick farms 
shows her produce to selas samson Biru,  
a farmer and participant in an oxfam proj-
ect in her community in tigray, ethiopia. 
Ilene Perlman / Oxfam America

top Right: Women dancing in ngorongoro, 
tanzania. this was among the images 
featured on international Women’s day 
cards that oxfam created to highlight the 
disproportionate impact of poverty on 
women. Geoff Sayer / Oxfam

Bottom: oxfam had a strong presence at 
the un Climate Conference in durban, south 
Africa, in late 2011, including a stunt to il-
lustrate how climate change is threatening 
global food security. Ainhoa Goma / Oxfam

mass action against hunger

getting the message out
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getting the message out  
in 2011–12, oxfam made great strides in getting our message 
out. our online community grew by 34 percent to reach more 
than 500,000 members. our activist base grew by 43 percent. 
our websites and blogs had an average of 12,275 page views 
per day. we launched a new blog to highlight our policy work, 
which has gotten national media pickup. we published 17 re-
search reports and created more than 40 videos. our work was 
presented in venues from capitol hill to the Un climate Summit 
in South africa. we looked for unexpected opportunities to 
reach new audiences with issues of poverty and injustice:  
music videos, textbooks, and billboards. we won design 
awards, technology awards, storytelling awards, and an  
emmy award for a music video that we produced with an indie 
rock band to raise awareness about the lingering issues for 
coastal communities following the BP oil spill. 

mass action against hunger 
expanding upon a decades-long tradition of grassroots action 
around thanksgiving, fall 2011 marked oxfam’s first effort to  
engage US supporters in a season-long campaign to fight  
hunger. we co-produced a 30-minute tV show for world food 
Day in october with LinktV’s Viewchange.org. at our request—
using tools we developed for them—oxfam supporters hosted 
449  world food Day dinners, drawing more than 9,700 people 
into a conversation about food, farmers, and fairness. Volun-
teers and staff raised awareness about global hunger at 61 
local farmers’ markets. closer to thanksgiving, our supporters 
hosted 358 Oxfam America Hunger Banquets around the coun-
try—up from 244 events the previous year, thanks to targeted 
outreach to educators and student leaders nationwide. 

mobilizing for women 
on international women’s Day in 2011 and 2012, oxfam  
brought together disparate groups to call attention to the 
female face of world poverty. in march 2011, 7,000 supporters; 
visiting women leaders from mali, haiti, and cambodia; and  
Sisters on the Planet ambassadors—a group of powerful  
women leaders who support oxfam’s work—organized 234 
community events. these events attracted 6,500 new support-
ers in 42 states. in 2012, when oxfam convened 70 influential 
women in washington, Dc, including Senior advisor to President 
obama Valerie Jarrett, to urge congress to invest in women 
farmers, celebrity supporters like actor Kristin Davis and media 
coverage on networks like mSnBc helped put the issue in the 
national spotlight. meanwhile, an online campaign mobilized 
more than 6,500 people to honor inspiring women in their lives 
with oxfam e-cards and awards. for its effective use of blogger 
outreach and social media sharing, the effort was honored as  
a notable online campaign by the news web site mashable.

 in this section, you’ll note that much of the work we profile does 
not have a cost associated with it. this is because the majority of 
our public education work is done in support of our development 
and humanitarian programs or our policy and campaigning efforts. 
the result is that most of public education  is “cross-cutting” and 
cannot be isolated by event or product.

mobilizing for women
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oxfam volunteer John Du serves rice to partici-
pants in an Oxfam America Hunger Banquet event 
in new York city. after attending oxfam’s change 
training in summer 2010, Du returned to change 
the following year to help train and mentor a new 
group of student leaders. he now works as an 
intern at his US senator’s office and continues to 
volunteer with oxfam in new York. Nicole Kindred 
/ Oxfam America
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total 2011–12 investment 
Youth engagement: $410,000

examPles of investments

•	hosted 50 change Leaders in July 
2011 for a weeklong, leadership 
training in Boston that included  
40 workshops led by oxfam staff

•	Provided mentoring, online re-
sources, and training materials 
for members of 106 oxfam clubs at 
colleges and high schools around 
the country

•	Supported a nationwide network 
of 558 alumni change Leaders, 
who serve as high-level ambassa-
dors for oxfam in their home cities

how has oxfam changed lives in a lasting way? 
we recognize that the lives of individuals like michael Soloff have been affected 
by their involvement with oxfam. what we’d also like to know is just how many 
people like Soloff we are reaching. have they been inspired? Do they understand 
how to take action to support the efforts of people working to overcome poverty?

in 2012, in an attempt to begin to answer these questions, oxfam commissioned 
an external study of 70 of our public education products (e.g., reports, fact 
sheets, videos). the study identified successes, but also concluded that collect-
ing data, measuring public engagement, and analyzing the influence of our com-
munications is challenging. why? we are investing in social change— trying to tap 
into the kinds of phenomenal forces that drove the US civil rights movement and 
that overturned apartheid in South africa. our ability to reduce injustice through 
public education is inherently hard to measure quantitatively. what we do know 
—to quote a like-minded nonprofit—is this:

“Social change is a profoundly democratic undertaking. … money alone does not 
bring about change; nor do individuals. … on the surface, social change move-
ments appear to be spontaneous bursts of energy, a sweep of people, outraged 
and energized, rising forth to demand some form of change.  But in truth, social 
change movements flow from careful organizing, massive public education, sus-
tained agitation, and, at times, inspired collaboration across the divides of race, 
gender and class” (funding exchange / change not charity, www.fex.org).  

michael Soloff first encountered oxfam 
as a Brown University student in the 
late 1970s. “i liked oxfam’s basic mes-
sage that people [in poverty] were 
able to help themselves,” he says. 
“it was smart: thinking about what 
people really need, listening to them.” 
as a leader of the campus oxfam club, 
Soloff organized several fundraising 
events. to create awareness, he would 
walk through dormitories and talk with 
fellow students.

after graduating from law school, 
Soloff used the same approach at 
munger, tolles & olson LLP, a law firm 
he chose in part because of its strong 
ethos of giving back. “i emulated the 
model that i used in college. … i walked 

the halls, talked to people,” says Soloff 
of his first effort to raise money for an 
oxfam project in the Philippines. he 
raised $6,000 that year and sparked the 
interest of colleagues, especially that 
of partner Joe Lee. Soloff and Lee have 
led an oxfam fundraising drive each 
year since then. in early 2012, the law 
firm announced a cumulative total of 
$1 million raised for oxfam programs. 

for Soloff—now a member of oxfam’s 
Leadership council—this year is memo-
rable for another reason: his daughter 
molly, a student at Bowdoin college, was 
accepted into oxfam’s change initiative. 
founded in 2000 with a goal of trans-
forming US college students into global 
citizens, change is a national program 

that trains 50 students annually.  
Past graduates have gone on to work  
for members of congress, start their  
own nonprofit organizations, and  
pursue social justice careers worldwide. 

Soloff says he hopes molly, who has 
already helped him organize an oxfam 
event at their home in Los angeles, 
would come away from change with 
a deeper understanding of the issues 
and the ways she can give back. “on 
a pragmatic level, today’s college 
student is tomorrow’s opinion leader or 
financial supporter,” says Soloff. “and 
from an idealistic perspective, young 
people are open to both the desire to 
help make the world a better place and 
the belief that it can happen.”

us: youth fuel lasting change  
oxfam’s outreach to students is a strategic investment. as one longtime supporter says, 
“today’s college student is tomorrow’s opinion leader.”

2011–12 sPotlight

changing the way people think about poverty
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change in fiscal Period  
oct. 31, 2011, marked the close of our final nov. 1–oct. 
31 fiscal year. to align financially with other oxfam 
affiliates globally, on nov. 1, 2011, we began a five-
month interim period to transition to a new fiscal 
year-end of march 31. for this reason we include both 
a summary of the audited financials for the 17-month 
period (nov. 1, 2010–march 31, 2012), as well as figures 
for the comparable 12-month periods ending on oct. 31, 
2010, and oct. 31, 2011. the 12-month period ending 
on oct. 31, 2011, is referenced as 2011; the 17-month 
period is referenced as 2011–12.

oxfam america had another strong year. Despite an uncertain 
economic environment, we closed our books on march 31, 
2012, with total assets of $103 million—4 percent more than 
in oct. 2010. 

our change in fiscal period (see text box at right) and the  
remarkably generous donor response to the haiti earthquake 
in 2010 make year-on-year comparisons difficult. our devel-
opment and humanitarian spending dropped by $5.7 million 
in 2011. in part, this decrease reflects the natural transition 
from an initial humanitarian response to the longer-term 
recovery and rehabilitation phase in both haiti (earthquake 
response) and Pakistan (flood response). we expanded  
our policy and advocacy and public education activities;  
we launched our food justice campaign; and—because  
our supporters rely increasingly on digital forms of com-
munications—we made strategic investments in our digital 
capacity to educate americans on issues of poverty.

our 2011 revenues were encouraging: excluding anomalous 
revenue in 2010 (the $26.9 million spike in haiti earthquake 
donations), our total revenue increased by 32 percent. we 
received $15 million in humanitarian contributions, including 
$5.5 million for the east africa food crisis and a $13.5 million 
grant for advocacy campaigns in g-20 countries and for US 
aid reform. in addition, our fY2011–12 numbers reflect a  
notable change in net assets (to unrestricted funds) owing  
in large part to an extraordinary bequest.

our conservative handling of our investments has enabled 
us to sustain their value despite a depressed and volatile 
market. our management of organizational operating costs 
has been similarly conservative: overall these expenses have 
remained flat or declined. we have even achieved a slight 
reduction in fundraising costs, despite an increasingly  

financial information
(nov. 1, 2010, to march 31, 2012) 

challenging fundraising environment. the result? for the  
fifth straight financial period, 79 percent of our expenses 
went directly to program services.

Starting our new fiscal year, oxfam is financially sound.  
our strong balance sheet, conservative stewardship of 
funds, and diversified donor community will allow us to keep 
our existing commitments. our goal is to continue to grow our 
financial resources and increase the impact of our programs.  
in this way, together we can help people living in poverty 
exercise their rights and improve their lives.

how to read our financial statement

our four areas of Program services
corresPonding exPense category in our statement  
of activities (on Page 32)

Saving lives
Development and humanitarian relief programs

Developing programs to help people overcome poverty

campaigning for social justice
Policy and advocacy (although much of our campaign work outside the US is 

funded through the development and humanitarian relief programs line)

changing the way people think about poverty Public education

Joe h. hamiLton 
treaSUrer anD SecretarY
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 17-month Period 12-month Period 12-month Period  
 ending mar. 31,2012 ending oct. 31, 2011 ending oct. 31, 2010 
 (audited) (unaudited) (audited)

revenue, gains, and other suPPort
contributions $111,774,000 $76,920,000   $84,707,000
contract income 1,481,000 1,098,000 - 
investment income 2,571,000 407,000  1,115,000 
other  223,000  136,000   704,000 

total revenue, gains, and other support   $116,049,000 $78,561,000    $86,526,000 

exPenses
Program SerViceS

Development and humanitarian relief programs   $63,007,000 $42,083,000   $47,773,000 
Policy and advocacy    19,043,000 11,937,000    7,409,000 
Public education   8,131,000  5,698,000    6,817,000 
total program services    90,181,000 59,718,000   61,999,000 

SUPPort SerViceS
management and general  7,916,000   5,223,000   5,034,000 
fundraising   15,873,000 10,838,000  11,165,000
total support services    23,789,000 16,061,000   16,199,000 

total expenses $113,970,000 $75,779,000   $78,198,000 

change in net aSSetS
change related to unrestricted funds  $10,696,000  $679,000  $255,000
change related to temporarily restricted funds  (8,693,000) 2,027,000   7,922,000
change related to permanently restricted funds 76,000 76,000 151,000 
total change in net assets    2,079,000 2,782,000   8,328,000 

net assets at the beginning of the year  86,287,000 86,287,000  77,959,000 

net assets at the end of the year  $88,366,000  $89,069,000    $86,287,000 

consolidated statement of financial Position
oxfam america and oxfam america advocacy fund 

 as of mar. 31,2012 as of oct. 31, 2011 as of oct. 31, 2010

assets  
cash  $4,808,000 $6,875,000  $1,542,000 
investments 79,417,000  73,738,000  84,003,000 
Pledges receivable   13,163,000 14,091,000   8,590,000 
other assets  2,523,000 3,000,000   1,463,000 
net fixed assets  3,107,000 3,032,000  3,258,000 

total assets  $103,018,000 $100,736,000 $98,856,000 

liabilities and net assets  
liabilities

accounts payable and accrued expenses $4,879,000 $4,626,000  $4,625,000 
grants payable   6,003,000 3,103,000  3,984,000 
other liabilities  3,770,000 3,939,000  3,960,000 
total liabilities  14,652,000  11,668,000   12,569,000 

net assets
Unrestricted   47,186,000 37,168,000   36,490,000 
temporarily restricted   39,385,000 50,105,000   48,078,000 
Permanently restricted 1,795,000  1,795,000  1,719,000
total net assets   88,366,000 89,068,000   86,287,000 

total liabilities and net assets  $103,018,000 $100,736,000   $98,856,000

for oxfam america’s 2011–12 financial  
statements and most recent form 990,  
go to www.oxfamamerica.org/financials

consolidated statement of activities
oxfam america and oxfam america advocacy fund
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oxfam rated highly
oxfam america is rated highly by leading independent evaluators, 
including charitywatch. oxfam america has the Better Business 
Bureau’s highest rating for charitable organizations by meeting all 
20 of its “Standards for charity accountability.” 

oxfam received its sixth four-star rating from the nation’s larg-
est charity evaluator, charity navigator. this ranking places oxfam 
among an elite group of charitable organizations nationally.

(as of oct. 1, 2012)
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thank  
you

the many generous donors who support us year in and year out 
are crucial to our work saving lives, developing programs to help 
people overcome poverty, and campaigning for social justice. 
we owe a tremendous thanks to our friends listed on the 
following pages and to the tens of thousands we don’t have 
space to include here. in 2011–12, we are particularly pleased 
to have earned the confidence of 72,907 new donors.
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lifetime donors of  
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donors of $1,000,000+
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$25,000–$49,999
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Dr. ann alpern and John e. Laird

mike amdur

eric and cindy arbanovella

Steven and Beth Bangert

araceli and David Barclay

richard a. Barna and  
eileen maisel

Dr. robert a. Berenson

fran Bermanzohn and  
alan roseman

Bohemian foundation

the e. rhodes & Leona B. carpenter 
foundation

fay chandler

marjorie t. and william r. coleman

commonweaLth financial network  

compton foundation, inc.

ian and ruth crowe

John and geraldine cusenza

george w. Divine

Jim and Donna Down

renna Draynel

David B. DuBard and  
Deirdre m. giblin

elizabeth S. and  
Paul Kingston Duffie

Joel edelstein

emc corporation

renee B. fisher foundation

flora family foundation

fox Broadcasting company

anita and robert friedman

e. marianne gabel and  
Donald Lateiner

gatesville corporation

the gere foundation

global witness

John and marcia goldman 
foundation

willis and cindy hesselroth

Benjamin and francine hiller

Lawrence hui

hunter-white foundation

hurlbut-Johnson charitable trusts

Jaquith family foundation

annie Schubmehl Kane

nannerl o. and robert o. Keohane

Kathryn and andrew Kimball

Susan Kinzie

ann V. Kramer

emily h. Kunreuther

Lawrence Leibowitz and  
tara greenway

Lowe-marshall trust

Ludwig family foundation

macDonald family charitable trust

alison J. mass

the meelia family foundation
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Katharine e. merck

estate of Patrick f. mulhern

mary e. murphy and mark c. Stevens

togo and eleanor nishiura

J. David officer

eric oldfield

oxfam ireland

Peter and alison Palmer

r charitable trust

Steven a. reiss and mary mattingly

corey m. rosen

max rosenfeld foundation

elizabeth rosenthal

James and anne rothenberg

SaBmiller plc.

Peter Sanborn

the trudy Scammon foundation

william & Jane Schloss  
family foundation

harvey m. Schwartz

Seattle international foundation

Share our Strength

wendy r. Sherman and  
Bruce Stokes

Louise m. Shimkin

Patricia J. S. Simpson

thomas o. Stair, m.D., and  
Lucy caldwell-Stair

antonia Stolper and robert fertik

Levi Strauss foundation

Sullivan & cromwell LLP

ram K. Sundaram

P. r. Sundaresan

estate of franklin D. Swan

estate of herman a. tolz

michael e. tubbs

Stanley D. Vyner

estate of Patricia a. walls

Shirley f. and Douglas c. webb

Peter and Linda werner

elisha wiesel

Kim williams and trevor miller

edward J. and Barbara a. wilson

margaret and matt winkler

estate of max P. wurf

gail c. Bates Yessne and  
Peter Yessne

$10,000–$24,999

anonymous (62)

a&e television networks, LLc

walter and alice abrams  
family fund

michael and Pamela albert

James alexander

Susan w. almy

american express foundation

robert amory

carol and howard anderson  
family fund

tim and Sandy armour

Patricia artigas and Lucas 
etchegaray

rick ayre

edith Baldinger charitable Lead 
annuity trust

gustavo Bamberger and  
martha Van haitsma

the Bank of new York  
mellon corporation

Deborah S. Barber and  
James J. hopkins

charles and Betty Barker

Dr. David Bassein

richard and Susan Bates

william and Debbie Becker

richard Beman

marie Benedix

Peter a. Benoliel and willo carey

Stephanie h. Bernheim

matthew h. and  
natalie Bond Bernstein

cynthia a. Biestek

Louise Blackman  
family foundation

Blaskopf family fund

John and Betsy Bloch

Boston University

craig Bowen and esther Diez

howard Branz and carol navsky

estate of Delores g. Brenna

charles Bresler and  
Diana L. Schott

the Brimstone fund

david Butcher

eleanor S. campbell

robert canape

Sherman B. carll

ellen carr

catholic relief Services

Paulla and richard catmur

John c. cawley and  
christine marshall

r. martin chavez

Zia chishti

henry chu

Dennis e. cichon

aya and randy clark

John r. cleveland

estate of Bernice cloutier

charles coffey

alan m. and Deborah cohen

Jonathan L. cohen foundation

Steven D. cohen and elsie Stern

Virginia f. coleman and  
mervin m. wilf

the condé nast Publications

John P. and Joann g. congdon

margaret a. congleton

connect US fund

thomas cornacchia

Bill costello

S.h. cowell foundation

estate of rev. Stuart P. coxhead Jr.

estate of eleanor c. and  
Stephen t. crary

crane creek family fund of the 
oregon community foundation

estate of Barbara curry

curtis international council fund at 
the Boston foundation

cyberSource corporation

estate of ruth d’atri

Davee foundation

adah r. Davis

nathan and gretchen Day

estate of roy c. DeLamotte

Delaplaine foundation, inc.

michele f. Demarest and  
John D. Patterson Jr.

Jeffrey Dennis

Dialogue Direct, inc.

estate of norma Diamond

matt Dinusson

mark Dixon and Sheri heitker Dixon

marcia and J.P. Dowd

irene Dowdy

walter and Ursula eberspacher

epic Systems corporation

howard m. erichson

Paul erlich

estate of frederika B. evans

Stephanie falk

Beth cogan fascitelli

fashion institute of Design  
and merchandising

michael and nancy P. feller

Jonathan ferrugia

David fraser and Jo ann alber

Bennett freeman

Benno friedman

michelle and richard fulcher

fullerton family foundation

earl and mary Kay gardner

Brian geisel

the geomar foundation

Spencer glendon and Lisa tung

the gmelich family

Jackson & irene golden 1989 
charitable trust

Viola and mark goodacre

rebecca f. goodwyn

David a. gordon

Stephen gordon

Stone gossard

granny Shanny’s  
giftbox foundation

gratis foundation

charles g. and Karen a. gravenstine

Joshua greene

Bradley J. greenwald and  
rachel c. hoffman

Kathleen and rachel gregg

nick and marjorie greville

ellen L. grobman

Stephen f. and angela groth

genevieve guenther and  
neal cardwell

Jinde guo

colleen and robert D. haas

the haiti fund at the Boston 
foundation

clarence hall

Patricia B. and John c. hall

michael handelman

Sulabha hardikar, mD

nancy and hendrik hartog

thomas c. hayes and Debra mills

mark and Pat heid

Jeffrey heil

harry n. herbert

the thomas heritage foundation

Jeff f. herring

Katie and Bill hester

Joe higdon and ellen Sudow fund of 
the community foundation for the 
national capital region

David w. hirsch and gillian K. fox

gary hirschkron

michael hirschorn

nancy hoagland

winnie holzman and Paul Dooley

Deanna and edward hong

matthew hopkins

Diane horn

edward w. hoyt

michael r. and Jean V. hoyt

anne humes

the roy a. hunt foundation

estate of John f. ignatz

heather and Jonathan ive

Leif D. and carol L. Jacobsen

tatiana and todd James

Jebediah foundation

Peter Jennings foundation

willis Jensen

robert and robin Johansen

Dan and nancy Johns

estate of antoinette Johnson

roslea i. Johnson

michael and Karen Jones

erica S. Kane

Ziva freiman Katz

Peter J. and mary f. Katzenstein

avinash Kaza
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margaret h. and James e. Kelley 
foundation

michael a. and Dona Kemp

margot Kittredge

Dr. ray B. Knapp

David Komar

alexei Kosut and Laura Back

t.J. and trish Kozelka

axel Kramer and Patricia hallstein

Joseph and nancy Kunkel

Brenda Kurlansik and  
edward walker

arthur Labow

tracy Lamblin

anne t. Larin

Latham & watkins LLP

James D. Leblanc

Keunwoo Lee

Philip Lee

Sandra and Joseph Lee

Steven J. Lee and  
mary r. D’agostino

Lefort-martin fund

thomas a. Lehrer

Lew and Laura Leibowitz

ruth Lepson

allan and Karen Levine

Lon D. and nancy L. Lewis

gwen r. Libstag

Dr. harold Lischner

mary Beth and Scott Litofsky

John Little

Lored foundation

estate of Paul f. Luenow Jr.

Deborah and toby Lustig

Jess Lynn and theresa rebeck

Stephen J. Lynton

m9 charitable fund

wallace maccaffrey

marquis george macDonald 
foundation

fauzia mahr

John and mary manley

Jonathan mark and Donna Sakson

Dorothy marks

David martin Jr. and  
Steven r. godfrey

colin and Leslie masson

estate of elizabeth may

John mcaleer

Virginia S. mccallum

Bob mccoll

margaret m. mcconnell

Steven c. and ashlie mcconnell

David and marcia mccracken

Bill and Joy mcginnis

hilaire J. and Judith meuwissen

craig meyer and  
elizabeth B. manning meyer

microsoft corporation

milbank, tweed, hadley  
& mccloy LLP

the miller-wehrle family foundation

marianne mitosinka and  
george wick

the Leo model foundation

Jo ellen moore

mr. morton

Paul a. moses and  
Barbara n. Lubash

Peter and Zibby munson

robert a. and mary o. naftzger

thomas nagel

eugene nelson charitable trust

Samuel c. newbury and  
Janice L. myers-newbury

Lowell e. northrop

northwestern University

martha nussbaum

o Positive LLc

oak Lodge foundation

oak tree Philanthropic foundation

raymond c. offenheiser Jr. and 
Suzanne hill

John ohly

eugene m. ohr and catherine Kim

mark f. and robin opel

oPen chicago

operation USa

John K. orberg

the oriska foundation

christopher J. Paciorek

wayne Paglieri

Stephen r. Patton

David and Laurie Pauker

the Sunil Paul and michelle odom 
foundation

Dr. and mrs. Kenneth K. Pavlik

alice n. Pell and Peter Schofield

allen and erica Perrel

Pezeshki-Bryer fund

Peggy goldberg Pitt and  
michael Pitt

James r. and margaret g. Power

marie and tim Prentice

John Purdon

robert Quirk

James raby

Kristin rasmussen

chris rauschenberg

eric reeves/Sudan aid fund

reidler foundation

the renaissance foundation

Lynnette rhodes

ryan rich

henry richardson

estate of Kate rinzler

thomas r. robertson

Kenneth L. and Jean r. robinson

Liz and Samuel robinson

william B. and Sandra B. rogers

Jean g. roland

hugh r. and Katherine D. roome

andra rose and Joshua goldstein

Bruce rosenblum and  
Lori Laitman rosenblum

william and Sandra L. rosenfeld

Steve and  
Sandy rosenthal 

Julia K. rowse

molly ryder

S+f charitable fund

anthony P. Sager

Saint nicholas fund

S. K. Saks and marisol Borrero-Saks

John and Virginia B. Sall

harold Salmanowitz

SanDisk corporation

John a. Santos

alvin Sargent

anne Sartori and Jonathan Parker

Kitt and heather Sawitsky

Samuel Sawzin

francesco Scattone

Benjamin and Sophie Scher 
charitable foundation

Stephen and Susan Scherr

catherine Schmid-maybach

edward Schmidt

Stephen Scholle, Ph.D.

Donald Schroeder

Judith e. Schwartz

gregg and Kim Sciabica

Steven m. Scopellite

Peter and olivia Scully

Searle family trust

cynthia Lovelace Sears and  
frank Buxton

Philip and elizabeth Sears

margaret Seely

estate of mark Seidler

Brad Sheares and  
adrienne D. Simmons

mr. and mrs. David m. Sherman

Peter Sherman

robert and gloria Sherman  
family foundation

Shoebuy.com, inc.

winthrop a. Short

Jerry Silbert

David e. Simon and Lynn gordon

elizabeth Skavish and  
michael rubenstein

Skyemar foundation

estate of Steve Slaby

ellin Smalley

cherida collins Smith

Lucian and elizabeth Snow 

Linda and Steve Sogge

martin J. Spalding

charles Spear charitable trust

william c. Spears and  
robin macilroy

the Spector fund at  
the Boston foundation

tom and elizabeth m. Sperr

Soren c. Spies

richard K. and harriet m. Squire

anne Steele

the Douglas and Dorothy  
Steere fund

eugene and marilyn Stein

Shirley r. Stein

evelyn Stern

arnold Stoper

amy Sullivan

carol r. Sundberg

matthew and camella r. Sutter

Jennifer Sykes

richard f. Syron

Jason targoff and  
marcella m. anderson

ernest ten eyck and  
Dorothy e. walker

caroline Blanton thayer  
charitable trust

estate of Stephen a. thompson

timothy n. thornburn

eugene tillman and  
Bonnie e. thomson

cynthia todd and Dan foygel

Yonina tova

toward Sustainability foundation

adrian travis

the two commandments foundation

Unitarian Universalist Society

University of california Berkeley

University of notre Dame,  
third world relief fund

elsie P. van Buren

Paul and heather Van munching

estate of Leon Vanleeuwen

fredrick Vars

anne and mark Veldman

Paul e. and Betsy a. Von Kuster

the ward family charitable fund

estate of isidore warshawsky

Lynn warshow

John weatherley

Jack webb

robert wechsler
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marion wells

David wengert

Kathleen w. wennesland

the frederick and margaret L. 
weyerhaeuser foundation

whitman family foundation

roger and Judith widmann

christopher wilkins

Judith wofsy, m.D.

Justin wolfers and  
Betsey Stevenson

edwin Young and alina holladay-
Young

marleta e. Young

adnan Zai

$5,000–$9,999

anonymous (60)

786 foundation

a & n foundation

Philip J. and rachel e. abercrombie

Dr. S. James and mary t. adelstein

heinz and margaret aeschbach

aetna foundation

ahS foundation

aliya ahmed

Paul allen

alanood alsabah

nick altmann

robert amdur

american eagle outfitters, inc.

Sue anderson

Jean K. andrews, m.D.

John m. ankele

aziz ansari

tim arata

Brian J. armstrong

Peter m. and Lucy ascoli

athenian School

warwick P. atkins

the atlantic Philanthropies

robert and wanda auerbach

austin foundation, inc.

James and Laurie axelrod

Kent P. Bach

walt and elizabeth Bachman

emily t. Bailey

Bank of america

alison Bardrick

the Barrington foundation

Pauline m. Bassett and alan m. Katz

Joyce e. Batchelder

Laurie J. Batchelor

clayton Bavor

Benjamin and Susan S. Baxt

Bay Branch foundation

Bob and Donna Bearden

charles r. Beitz

James Bell associates

Belzer family foundation

Burton and geraldyn Belzer

Leora Ben-ami

albert and Pamela Benedich 
charitable trust

neil and Lori Benson

Paul g. Bernhard

David and elaine Best

elizabeth Bhargava

timothy B. and Shirley Blancke

cameron Blevins

Deborah i. and  
Kevin B. Block-Schwenk

John w. Bloom

John K. and carolyn Boitnott

Jan and ed Booth

charles and wendy f. Boss

charles and Kharlene  
Boxenbaum fund

matthew Boyce

Donna Q. and thomas e. Brady

Shehnaz S. and Syed w. Brelvi

adean a. and Jim Bridges

alexander J. Bridges

Bridgewater associates, inc.

marilyn Briefs

Kevin and claudia Bright

Lucy avery Brooke

Deborah f. Brown

Linda B. and Douglas Brown

Dr. Patrick Brown and  
Dr. Sue Klapholz

rick Brown

hans Bruijnes

John Buck and Deborah Butterfield

geraldine c. and michael Buckles

allison Burger

elisa Burns, m.D.

Samuel h. Burr and eugenie Doyle

carter B. Burwell and  
christine Sciulli

mary Byron

albert f. cacozza Jr. and  
ann Bushmiller

cahn family foundation

thomas w. and Sharon g. callahan

Kenneth m. cameron

Dr. colin campbell

Katherine and  
Laurence J. campbell

Peter c. canellos

federico capasso

annabelle carlton

Jeanne K. carroll

ogden B. carter Jr. and  
elise t. carter

thomas and carrie carter

timothy carvell

Juliet casablancas

Sean and Karelle celestin

tahir h. chaudhry

matt cheney

Kent cheung

glenda childress

church at Pleasant hill

Jay civelli

Susan P. and richard w. clark

David clarke

mitch and melissa clearfield

robert coleman

community investments fund  
of the tides foundation

the congdon family fund 

Jane a. cook

Brian cooper and  
margueritte murphy

charles m. cooper

Daryl cooper

mark cormier

tom and Patty cory

Kevin costello

cox family fund

the mary coykendall fund of the 
Lutheran community foundation 

Bruce a. craig

mr. and mrs. James t. crawford

eleanor B. crook

nabil r. Dajani

anne marie and  
edward f. Danielski Jr., m.D.

Jon and Katherine Dart  
charitable foundation

Dr. ashoke K. and mrs. Diane Das

Posie and David Dauphiné

S. fiona Davis

Dawn Day and reuben cohen

mr. and mrs. James Dean

Dr. Jean-claude DeBremaecker 

James a. Degel and  
Jeanne e. Berwick

giada De Laurentiis

rosamond P. Delori

Jan Deming

robert Dickinson

Sarah Dijulio

marilyn n. Doerr

Jonathan Doh

oliver Donnelly

Jay c. Donovan

Dorothy Lane market, inc.

Dortone esser foundation

min Du

frank Dunau and amy Davis 

robert g. Dwyer

mary and robert c. eager

eddie and tessa easterling

Patrick ebeling

Priscilla endicott

robert esser

mehrdad etemad

Laura evans

todd evans

Dahlia fahmy

mary falls

Donald and martha farley

robert faulstich

James fellers

the felton foundation

charles ferris

robert files

Kevin P. filter and  
rosemary Kessler

elizabeth J. finch

Linda finkelstein and  
Jeffrey Bergelson

firefly communications LLc

Jody m. fleischer

mary fleming

colleen flynn

John m. and marie foley

eric w. fonkalsrud, m.D.

edward forst

Dr. nicole francis

Barbara francisco

Brett frankenberger

Barney and eileen freiberg-Dale

Bernard h. friedman and  
Lesley hyatt

charles a. fritz iii

estate of cecilia e. gardner

elizabeth Davis gardner

gBL charitable foundation

maureen e. gevlin and  
charles e. roh Jr.

Brian P. gill and Jennifer Lerner

thomas gilligan

Brook glaefke

Steven L. glaser

ira J. glass

Susan glass

cheryl goff

michael goitein, Ph.D.

Kathleen goldammer-copeland and 
mark copeland

Louis goldring

robert a. and maria D. goldstein

michael a. gordon

Samuel & grace gorlitz foundation

Barbara S. and Peter gottschalk

Patrick gough

Peter goulandris

Joel goulder

Dana goward
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martin granger

Paul e. and Priscilla K. gray

herb t. and nancy S. greenfield

Sally S. greenleaf

Jill greenwald

michelle D. griffin and  
thomas Parker

wesley griffitt, m.D.

m.S. grumbacher foundation

guilford Publications, inc.

Simin a. and faruk gul

maximo haddad

Dan hafeman

mr. hager

anna h. hague

eric hahn

mark L. and Shelley r. hall

michael hall

Blake hallanan

collier hands

mr. and mrs. James h. harding

mary ann harman

Barbara haroldson

gloria harootunian

Sean harper

Don w. and christine r. harrell

anthony hartzler and Lisa Beachy

howard J. harvey

maureen healy and gary alexion

robert S. heely

hugh hegyi

miriam hellinger

Simon helmore

edward S. and mary w. herman

John r. and Shirley h. hero

minna w. hewes

michael higgins

robert S. and cynthia honn hillas

Jennifer L. hinman and  
michael J. moody

Patrick hogan and Lalita Pandit

Paula and Quinn hogan

ginny holm

howkins charitable fund

guerard h. howkins Jr.

the house church

robin hruska and michael orr

Darwin and Betty hudson

randolph huebsch

mark hughes

Jack and connie hume

Sara and David hunt

ahmer ibrahim

interlaken foundation, inc.

islamic center of Boston

howell e. Jackson and  
elizabeth V. foote

mark x. Jacobs and Daniel Barash

matthew Jacobson

helen and Sydney Jacoff

Jaffe family foundation

Jason James

Paul J. Jansen and  
ester carballo-Jane, m.D.

Pamela Jarvis

Steve Baughman Jensen and 
rebecca mcgowan Jensen

ralph and m.J. Jerome

christopher Johnson

matthew J. and Donna L. Johnson

Jones family charitable foundation

Bernadette and emlen Jones

gareth Jones

robert and Kelly Jones

Laurence J. Joy and  
catherine J. Davila

william Kable

norman Kahn, m.D.

Paul w. Kahn and catherine iino

thomas Kaljian

ruth Kandel

Julie Kanevsky, m.D., and  
robert thompson, m.D.

geoffrey m. Kapler

Joseph and maxine Kasabula

michael Kass and Kate hartley

ross L. Kastor

Barbara Katzenberg and Peter Piela

Kaufmann foundation, inc.

Patrick and Barbara Keane

robert a. Keilbach

Brian D. Kelley and  
Debra Donaldson

David Kellman

Katrina Kelly

cynthia Kendrick

charles w. Kenney

Lori Kenschaft

John Kern and Valerie hurley

mohiuddin and elizabeth S. Khan

raejeanne Kier

ron and Karen Kilgard

David King

Patrick King and Lisa roberts

Douglas and marjorie Kinsey

matt Kirby and Karen riffenburgh

michael Kleber

adam Klein

andrew Koster

James m. and celeste h. Kramer

carol h. and robert D. Krinsky

ronald Krumm

charles and elka Kuhlman

harold and estelle Kuhn

Johanna Kuhn-osius

Jack and Dorothy Kupferberg family 
foundation

tineka S. Kurth

Steve and Susan Kute

helen Lafferty and mark gunning

Jesse Lainer-Vos

Paul Lampert, m.D.

David a. Landy and Judy Krusell

mary Landy

Kevin Lang and Shulamit Kahn

alan B. Lans

Karen Lantz and christian wright

timothy Large

Daniel and celia Lasko

ruth Lawler

marta J. Lawrence

Susan Lazarus

Joseph m. Lazor and  
Denise J. Doyle

Dennis and edith Leary

mark Leather and  
catherine r. galvin

Dr. Joel L. Lebowitz

m.J. and caral g. Lebworth 
foundation

christopher Lee

miriam e. Leeser and  
robert c. B. cooper

thomas a. Lehrke

Lawrence m. Leibowitz

marvin Leibowitz

mr. and mrs. Bob and Judi Lemaire

Kegna Lenga

anthony w. Leonard

anne Leone and Daniel t. Ludwig

David B. and Jan e. Leroux

Liberty mutual insurance company

marcus Linden and  
Saskia Subramanian

James a. Littlefield

carol Loar

Stewart Logie

Jonathan Loos

ms. Karin Lopp and the  
hatrick foundation

Lorelei foundation

David Lowe

the employees of the Louis Berger 
group, inc.

helen Lowenstein

Steven h. Lucke

Lukens family foundation 

Dr. gerard Luk-Pat

nancy and thomas Lurie

clement and Sarah Lutterodt, Ph.D.

tom w. Lyons

cameron macguire

Philip e. mackey

John madsen and  
Deirdre von Dornum

Kris and John t. maeda

Jennifer maggs

carrie and michael malcolm

Deepak malhotra

Jean manas

michael mann and carol Salzman

Joelle L. margolis and  
the Key foundation

elinor and maynard marks  
family fund

Jonathan marshall

michelle marshall and Lloyd David

Paul and mary Jo martin

Bill mascioli

maria mavar

marc mayer

Peter mayer and robin Bierstedt

Kevin mcananey and  
catherine r. mccabe

catherine mcBride, Ph.D.

Karen mcDiarmid

thomas mcDonald

Seabury mcgown and  
gary gilbreath

Brian m. mcinerney

Paul and cathy-anne mcKimmy

ellen mcVeigh and  
John D. giudicessi

Barbara meislin

mari mennel-Bell

Peter mensch

Steven merel

meringcarson

timothy P. messler

allen c. michaan

carol J. miller and  
robert S. clayman

Jane miller

John c. and Katherine miller

Joseph millum

malcolm r. minasian

Lanse minkler

norman (Jack) minnear

estate of Pauline modica

alice claire S. montgomery trust

David moody and eileen guifoyle 

Barbara L. moore and  
Jack a. Vanwoerkom

william g. and marjorie a. moore

charles and Kay J. moran

Stephen and Victoria morris

Paul moschell and Phil Sharp

andrea P. and gregory V. moser

Brian mountford

nadine moustafa

aileen L. mueller

John J. and elaine murphy

Brian murray and  
gale grasse-murray

renae and Prashant murti

Kathleen m. and Peter e. naktenis 
family foundation
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Sachin nambeear

robert nardy Jr.

Darcia narvaez

mark nelkin

irene nevil

new Prospect foundation

eric newman and Janice gepner

wendelynne J. newton and  
Bob metcalfe

alice c. and Dan h. nicolson

elizabeth and ruprecht nitschke

richard c. and  
Susan K. nolen-hoeksema

nomadic traders, inc.

Peter norling and Barbara h. Dildine

Becky norquist

Peter and Joan novick

rebecca nowicki

Dr. gilbert m. nyamuswa

Brady and Jennifer i. o’Beirne

ellen okun and Don Zack

Vivian and Paul olum foundation

rebecca onuschak

Susan orlansky

timothy orr

howard osborn

Jeff osborn

mark J. and grace oven

oxfam Belgium

constance w. Packard

Pakistan association of  
greater Boston

the Pakula foundation

hanna and gustav f. Papanek

Diane e. Parish

Janet fitch Parker

Kimberly J. Parker

margaret Parker

Julie Parsonnet

robert Pasnau and  
Kimberly m. hult

estate of Daisy m. Pekar

michael e. Peskin

elizabeth i. Peters

clifton Peterson

eugene Petracca

nicholas and rita h. Petraglia

rodolfo Petschek

michael Peyman

hermine and Leo Phillipe

Phillips academy

John g. Pitcairn fund

Sam Plair

thomas and marcy Pluta

mark S. Podrez

welling t. Pope

timothy Porthouse

anne Posel

Dirk Pranke

Jennifer Price and tony hunter

mary S. Prince

Dana S. and Jermin S. Puskin, m.D.

rob Quick

Sally Quinn

David rademeyer

federico rampini

maxine and Daniel rapoport

raymond family foundation

the raynie foundation

Joan and george rebeck

John Shedd reed

william reed

James repa

charles rice

michael and Jennifer riedel

charles rizzo

Drucilla J. roberts, m.D.

Dr. michael and Jane roberts

Steven robinson

David and Barbara roby

B.t. rocca Jr. foundation

claire J. rocco

Daniel t. and irene w. rodgers

Sabine roeske and markus fitza

Dwight rogers and gail gillespie

rolo fund

Bob and Brenda rosebrough

Barbara J. rosga

matthew ross

william and Joan roth

eve t. rothenberg

Jesse and Joanie rothstein

Kim D. rubin

carol rudolph

Peter and Sally rudoy

christopher rupright

the SahanDaywi foundation

Bernard Salanie

william L. Saltonstall Jr.

John r. Samborski

ernest and Pat Sammann

Betty J. Sanders

nathan and Shelly Sarkisian

Deb Sawyer and wayne martinson

John m. Sawyer memorial trust

S.B. foundation

Susie J. Scher

Jennifer Schneck

evan Schwartz

James P. Scott

Dr. ralph D. and  
mrs. roberta J. Scoville

Seas-Justfaith

franklin D. Segall

harvey and carol Segur

Deborah Selby

andrew m. Sessler

marianne and Paul Shaeffer

ajay and Swati Shah

todd and Kathleen Shapley-Quinn

Share fund

Kathryn t. Shaw and  
Larry a. La Bonte

noam Shendar

g. D. Shepard

mary Sheridan

Kathleen a. Shiel

naeem a. Siddiqui

James Sie and Douglas w. wood

Uri Silberstein and Jackie fradkin

harvey and Lilian  
Silbert foundation

Ben and Sydney Simon

Karen and gregory Simpson

Susan B. Singh

gerald and Joy Singleton

Sisters of St. Dominic

murali and gouri Sivarajan

george h. Skillman

Benjamin and caitlin Smith

courtney Smith

David Smith

Kathryn Smith

william t. Snypes and  
Suzanne Suter

Karen rosin Sollins

John g. Sommer

ernest Sota

the Spector fund at  
the Boston foundation

Scott D. St. marie and  
theresa Lang

christine Staffa

Judy Steigerwald

Laurence Stein

martin a. and marlene Stein

robert Stets

frances Stevenson

marian and michael Stimson, Ph.D.

max and Diane Stites

James Strait and Janina Levy

Stephen J. Strasburg

Steven r. Straus and  
nancy m. Kliot

Bill Strawbridge and  
meg wallhagen

Stacey Strentz

rosalind Stubenberg

anne Stuntz and J.B. Swanson

Lora Davisson Sumner

Sundance Banks

Sidney Sutter

frances Sweeney

nancy and eugene Sweetland

harry Swinney and  
Lizabeth Kelley

alan J. talbert

Parag and tripti tanna

Paul tate

Vickie and alex taylor

Sha-mayn teh

James terrell

thinK global School in honor  
of Peter Singer

Samuel thompson

Beverly thurmond

tiger Baron foundation, inc.

Lila e. trachtenberg and  
george handler

Diane D. trombetta

terry turner

United church of gainesville

Universal Studios

ardis Vaughan

James Velleman

Denise Venturi

the Via esperanza fund

roger P. and Lusandra Vincent

Steve and Pat Vinter

Visa, inc.

anne wade and gil hagan

Bernard and Jane wallerstein

Sylvia m. warren

Virginia L. warren

nancy w. warwick

mary and tony wawrukiewicz

marcia D. weber and  
James B. flaws

tara t. and Douglas J. weckstein

John w. weldon, Jr.

David wendler

Kim wennesland

Dr. anita and mr. Dennis werling

Dr. robert westfall

warren t. and caroline wheelock

David J. whippo and  
christina catanzaro whippo

eugene whitford

Sean wiechman

malcolm h. wiener foundation

John and marjan wilkes

christine williams and  
Kenneth frisof

Linda B. williams, m.D.

marc williams

m. Jane willamson and  
Stephen winthrop

David windmueller

warren and Barbara winiarski

winky foundation

nancy woo

David L. woodard

Janice woodcock
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Peter and mary wright

estate of catherine c. Yarnelle

tyler Yeates

wai m. Yeung

Barbara Young and eric weber

eric t. Zimmerman and  
audrey e. Kalmus

christopher Zurn

oxfam legacy circle

members of the Legacy circle 
ensure the continuation of 
oxfam’s work by naming oxfam as a 
beneficiary in their wills, retirement 
plans, and life insurance policies, 
or by planning a life-income gift.

anonymous (458)

helen ackerson

Scott c. alden

mark and michele aldrich

emily alma

mark and Dawn amos

eric hall anderson

margaret L. anderson

hope and arnold asrelsky

elizabeth atkins

Lyndon and Betty Babcock

Paul and Jan Babic

Betty Jane Baer

tamar Bailey

george and harriet Baldwin

richard and marian Baldy

Stephanie Barko

Belinda K. Barrington and  
andres acedo Del olmo

Dick and gretchen Barsness

Sharon and Lawrence Beeman

elisabeth Bell

alice Benson and Kirk fitch

Lorna Bentley

Kurt and catherine Bergel

Sanford Berman

Jeff and ann Berner

Lucille e. Bernier

Samuel Berton and rebecca Lowe

Judi Berzon

mary frances Best

marla Jacobson Blaser

Susan Bleiberg

David Blot

mike and cathy Blumenfeld

Dorothy Bobolin

norma Boecker

marjorie Boetter

Surya Bolom

Daniel Bradford

Phil c. Branch

Barbara Brayton

marian Breckenridge

frieda Brock

heather Brodhead

richard Bulinski

frederick P. and alice e. Bunnell

charles and marion Burger

David winslow Burling

Sara a. Burroughs

Kenneth h. Burrows

Sandra Burrows

wallace f. and therese t. Burton

Daniel Butler

grace w. Buzaljko

Stephanie a. chalmers, DVm

Shannon h. chamberlin

Diane Lewis chaney

eunice charles

heather chisholm-chait

howard christofersen

Shaun church

Susan clare and Peter D. Parker

Judith P. clarke

Deborah L. clayton

corinne coen, m.D.

Joan a. cominos

Janet conn and michael Debelak

Professor farok J. contractor

Barbara cook

margery cornwell

Dorothy P. craig

Lee cranberg, m.D.

e. r. crego

David e. and theresa L. crowl

John and geraldine cusenza

Barbara Dallis

Judith Dalton

nita Daluiso

Vincent Daly

John and Louise c. Daniels

Denise D’anne

Posie and David Dauphiné

ann Bemis Day

Patricia a. and william D. Dean

Dr. Leland g. De evoli

mrs. Jan de hartog

Kristina L. Dendinger

Joan c. Denkler

Sue Dennis

carolyn m. Derr

Sadie Dietz

anthony J. Distefano

Sharon Doll

James a. Douglas and  
alexandra harmon

Jim and Donna Down

renna Draynel

carol f. Drisko

christopher Dugan

Lionel Duisit

ned eldredge

nan elmer

Jon erikson

isaac evans-frantz

richard t. and Pam eyde

Judy hughes fair-Spaulding

Donald and martha farley

thomas faulds

temple fawcett

evelyn B. feltner

margaret ferguson

elizabeth J. finch

ruth B. finley

Barbara fiorito and  
michael Shimkin

ian firth

Linda fisher

Susan h. fleming

ella m. forsyth

David fraser and Jo ann alber

gloria gallingane

mary edda gamson

earl and mary Kay gardner

elizabeth garst

Jerome and maria gauthier

thomas L. gayton

Lawrence h. geller

David e. and Liza gerber

carl ginet and  
Sally mcconnell-ginet

mary a. “Kit” glover, m.D.

anne c. godfrey

David and irma goldknopf

merrill goldwyn

John w. gordon

martha miles gordon

fred m. grafton

andrew h. grange and  
maureen murphy

David e. grant

Lucretia w. grindle

edward D. and Brita B. grover

Jana gunnell

Donna gushen

hope rogers haff

william and Diane hampel

John B. haney, m.D., and  
Diane D. haney

richard hansis

John D. and Barbara harcketts

John and ethel hardy

richard and Lonna harkrader

mary ann harman

Peter hawxhurst

heartwind

randy B. hecht

mary alice Keating heiger

June e. heilman

charles nichols henderson

Sandy Pantle hendricks

nancy henley

edward S. and mary w. herman

Jeffery P. herrity and  
John K. h. copenhaver

marquita K. hill and  
John c. hassler

John r. hoffman

Lisa hoffmeyer

mack P. and margaret h. holt

ruth f. hooke

mary Barnard horne

marjorie howard-Jones

e. rae hudspeth, m.D.

Janet B. humphrey

robert J. hutcheson, Ph.D.

David J. and arlene f. iacono

marjean ingalls

Jennifer Jaffe

marilyn Johnson

Susan Jolly

James h. Julien

Sylvia Juran

ruth gannett Kahn

Ken Kaiserman

anil Kapur

Lois Karpenko

mary Karren

ronald Kastner, m.D.

evan Kavanagh

Karen J. Keefer fund

edward Keiderling

Dorothy Kelleher

Sirid-aimee Kellermann

John r. and ruth m. Kelly

chelsea Kesselheim

Bryan Kingsriter

clare Kirby

David L. and marilyn m. Kirk

Dr. ray B. Knapp

Peter Knudsen

John Koehler

emma Jayne Kretlow

m. Kay Kribs

John J. Kulczycki
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Stephanie and Peter Kurzina

cliff Landesman

Virginia c. Larsen

nancy Latner

David r. Lee

frances J. Lee-Vandell 

thomas a. Leenerts

Judith m. Leggett

rev. margaret K. Leinbach

Kathleen Lentz

mary and tom Leo

ruth Lepson

Jean Lister

Judith m. Lorimer

carole Lovinger

Jane w. Lusk

Kathleen Lynn and  
Ben J. nathanson

m. J. maccardini

michael f. macLeod

helen malena

Doris m. martin

Joann martin

Jean D. maryborn

Sandra and David matteson

Don mayer

Jean m. mccarroll

mark D. mcclees

Sarah mccoy

Jeannie mccready

Sheila mcivor

michael Joseph mcKenney

Janet a. mcKinley and  
george a. miller

James c. and roberta mcLaughlin

catherine meehan

Betsy and tom melvin

B. meshke

Bruce and mary metcalf

emily meyer

Jule Parkman meyer

h.c. erik midelfort and  
anne mcKeithen

ellen e. miller

Jean L. miller

nancy m. miller

rebecca a. mills

riaz and Lily moledina

Susan mondon

Jean muirhead

Donna B. mummery

Peter and Zibby munson

francis t. and alice a. murray

Leila mustachi

John and Darlyne neff

madeleine g. newbauer

neal L. nix

gary noguera

mary a. o’Donnell

tamaki ogata

nora olgyay

Kevin orvek

Sara S. osborne

John osner

Shoshana osofsky

margaret m. o’toole

Kathleen walsh Packard

Patricia n. Page

edith L. Palazzo

robert S. Palmer

margaret and Peter Parke

margaret P. Parker

Jewel Payne

Perry Pedersen

Leonard Pellettiri

James w. and margaret h. Perkins

Laura Perreault

frank and Barbara Pespisa

John w. Pfeiffer

Patricia L. Phillips

mike and Katie Place

David and gaylene Poretti

Pearl Porterfield

garry J. Prowe and  
Jessica a. whitmore-first

John Queralt

Joan Quick

rob Quick

todd Quinto and Judith Larsen

eloise rand

Joan and george rebeck

Dimitra reber

Jon and Joyce regier

Kathleen rest and elinor grover

nancy ridgeway

Barbara rimbach

tamar J. rivers

carol roberts

f. David and helen e. roberts

thomas r. robertson

ed robichaud

madeleine o. robinson, Ph.D.

christina and David romer

erwin rose

corey m. rosen

Barbara J. rosga

Paul L. and marion J. ross

Bernard Sabath

Jennifer Sabella

teresa Sammis and  
richard thoman Jr.

Kathleen Sasso

Lisa Sawyer

Susan Schiff

Louise Schmid

rose r. Schmidt

Joan Schmitz

Karen Schneider

Betty Scholten

Susan Schrenzel

charles Schroeder

James P. Scott

mary and Laroy Seaver

marian and william Sengel

marian Shaw

Patricia Sheely

elbis a. Shoales, m.D.

Paul a. Shurin, m.D.

carol Sicherman

Sam Siegel

Jerry Silbert

Joan a. Sivadon

christine Sleeter

gerry Sligar

rev. margaret treadway Sloan

Linda L. and Jackson Smith

Deborah Sodt

John g. Sommer

wendy Power Spielmann

Vergie g. Spiker

arnold Sprague

Stanley r. Stangren

Karin Stanley

James Stauffer

Jeanne Steig

evelyn Stern

Jean Stoenner

Lee and Byron Stookey

nancy and Bill Strong

fred David and  
Barbara Kell Strudell

gaby Stuart

isobel and roger Sturgeon

J. mayone Stycos and  
maria nowakowska Stycos

Patricia Sullivan

marcia a. Summers

ann tarbell

Lee e. and claudia J. taylor

char Kalsow thompson

Patricia manion thompson

william r. and Patricia thompson

Jovita tieso

christine tisdale

angelo tomedi, m.D., and  
margaret m. wolak

mom touch

monte tudor-Long

tod and Lori turle

Kaoru Ueda

Donald D. wacks

Lex wadelski

Donna J. wainwright

mary g. waldo

Bettine and Lawrence wallin

Barbara Joy walsh

catherine anne walsh, Ph.D.

David watson and marilynn rashid

carolyn a. webb and David g. Bortz

rev. elaine weidemann

robert L. weissman

Jean werts

alice reuben weston

michael and Judy white

Steve white

wendi whitowe

Jean m. wilson

morton D. winsberg

mary h. winslow

william m. wippold

Jessie Lynn and wendy withrow

arthur wortman

the rev. Dr. and  
mrs. Douglas P. wright

charleen a. Young

Julie Zale

Dewey K. Ziegler, m.D.
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why does oxfam’s annual rePort 
look different this year? 

how is oxfam managing the  
environmental imPact of the  
annual rePort?

We make the annual report available as a pdf to all 
supporters. for printed copies, we use paper certified by 
green seal and manufactured entirely with nonpolluting 
wind energy. printing is done using soy-based inks at a 
plant recognized by the massachusetts Water Resources 
Authority as a zero-discharge site that recycles all spent 
materials. our environmental savings as a result of our 
paper selection:

23 trees preserved 

9,787 gallons of wastewater flow saved 

1,083 lbs of solid waste not generated 

 2,132 lbs of net greenhouse gases prevented 

3,608 lbs of air emissions not generated 

4 barrels of crude oil unused

oxfam has a new global identity. 

the process oxfam began in 2010 to bring all affiliates into 
greater strategic alignment was designed to improve our  
impact and increase the coherence of our brand. A part 
of that alignment was to coordinate our communications 
across all affiliates—to enable stakeholders around the 
world to recognize oxfam in every context. oxfam researched, 
sought creative input, and conducted market testing in 
many countries. during 2012 all affiliates are launching our 
new global identity; through it we hope to express visually 
and verbally our core values. 

you will undoubtedly notice some new typefaces, colors,  
and patterns. there are other changes that may not jump  
out at you. this new identity is intended to convey both the 
practical side of oxfam—our long-term view grounded in data 
and pragmatic approaches—as well as the more visionary  
aspect of our work: our core beliefs that poverty is not inevita-
ble and that change requires innovation and optimism. 
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oxfam america headquarters 

226 causeway Street, 5th floor 
Boston, ma 02114-2206   us

info@oxfamamerica.org 
(800) 77-oxfam

Policy and advocacy office  
1100 15th Street, nw, Suite 600 
washington, Dc 20005   us
(202) 496-1180

africa
ethioPia 
Dh tower Bole road 
Bole Sub city, Kebele 01 
addis ababa, ethiopia 
(011) 251 11 662-4281

senegal  
immeuble sis Lot. 171 
rue mZ 210 fenêtre mermoz 
BP 7200, Dakar, Senegal
(011) 221 33 869-0299

sudan 
Building 17, Street 47   
amarat, Khartoum, Sudan  
(011) 249 18 357-3116

asia
cambodia 
2nd–3rd floor #54, Street 108 
wat Phnom, Daun Penh  
Phnom Penh, cambodia
(011) 855 232-10357

latin america &  
the caribbean
el salvador 
7a calle Poniente Bis #5262 
colonia escalón  
San Salvador, el Salvador
(011) 503 2202-9701

haiti 
rue Solon menos, #3 bis 
Peguyville, haiti 
(011) 509 370-16455

Peru 
av. Benavides no. 1130  
miraflores, Lima 18, Peru
(011) 511 700-9200

how to helP

donate
to support oxfam’s work globally  
or learn more about a specific  
program, contact David Kelley  
at (800) 776-9326 x2431. or donate 
online at www.oxfamamerica.org.

give stocks, bonds,  
or mutual funds
to transfer securities to oxfam,  
contact marie williams at  
(800) 776-9326 x2423.

create a legacy 
to name oxfam in your estate  
plan, contact Lisa tellekson at  
(800) 776-9326 x2474. 

gift well: you are  
what you give
to celebrate a birthday, holiday,  
or other special ocassion, go to  
www.oxfamgifts.com. for unique 
 gifts that do good. 

join the movement
to join oxfam’s online community  
and receive important updates, news,  
and action alerts, sign up today at 
www.oxfamamerica.org/join.

stay Plugged in
to stay current with oxfam’s events 
and activities, follow us on facebook 
(www.facebook.com/oxfamamerica) 
and twitter (www.twitter.com/ 
oxfamamerica).

join oxfam100  
You and 99 others can lay the  
foundation on which people can 
build a better future.

oxfam100 is a critical three-year op-
portunity for 100 committed donors 
to help expand three key programs 
that benefit hundreds of thousands 
of people working to build better 
lives for themselves, their families, 
and their communities. as a member 
of the oxfam100, your individual 
commitment of $5,000 or more for 
the next three years will strengthen 
and expand three program areas: 
Saving Lives, Supporting Small 
farmers, and Saving for change.

to learn more, contact cindy hellman 
at (800) 776-9326 x2516 or go to 
www.oxfamamerica.org/oxfam100.

how to reach us
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when this photo was taken in march 2012, an estimated 13 million people in chad, niger,  
mali, Burkina faso, mauritania, Senegal, and gambia were facing food insecurity following  
a drought. here—in the community of natriguel, mauritania—women draw water from one  
of the few wells that had not yet run dry. oxfam is working with partners and determined 
communities to improve access to water and food across the Sahel region of west africa. 
Pablo Tosco / Intermón Oxfam


